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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, DEFINITION OF TERMS, 
AND A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATuRE 
Thoroughout civilization mankind has developed machines to 
ease the pains of labor. Until recently, these machines were con-
fined to tasks of .a.mechanical nature. Shortly after World Wa,r II, 
however, the invention of the,,_computer brought about an extension ·· 
of man's mental abilities. 
The computer was designed to analyze as well as retain 
facts. It supersedes man in that analyzation is performed quickly 
and retention is permanent. Its great speed allows it to access 
volumes of information in mere micro-seconds. These abilities, 
however, must be started and guided by man. The great disadvantage 
.of .the system lies in the slow process of man-machine communication. 
Many refinements hav;e been made in computing systems. In 
construction, for example, the third generation has been reached. 
From·the early vacuum tubes, progress has led to transistors and 
micro-transistors. Physical size has been reduced and computer 
speed increased. The main difficulty, however, still lies: in the 
field of cybernetics. Communication with computers can lie thought 
of as having two distinct parts. One is the transposing of infor-
mation so that it can be used and stored within the computer. The 
other is the entry and retrieval of information within the computing 
system. 
2 
Internal operation is based on the.binary code. Any fact 
or process is stored according to some number of the base two. 
It would be rather cumbersome and inconvenient if a l>inary number 
had to·be·written·each time a particu:I:ar process had to be per-
formed. In view of this, symbolic languages., which are· a short 
cut form of English with numerical significance, were developed. 
. . . ' 
They are convenient to the.operator and easily utilized in the 
comput.er. 
At the time these languages·were being developed, physical 
means· for entering and extracting information were also being devised. 
The .original means of communication is the familiar punched card used , · 
at the typical college regi~tration. This method has been supple-
ment~~ by punched paper tape, magnetic tape, magnetic discs, magnetic 
drums, magnetic ink, and finally the latest development of graphic 
representation, the cathode ray tube. 
In graphic representation, a cathode ray tube, similar to 
the common TV screen, provides a visual means of checking or entering 
data into the computer. In addition, data may be inspected at any 
interval while it is being processed and the final result is dis-
played in graphic form. This method transposes raw data into 
usable data in a very short period of time. It is with this method 
of graphic representation that the writer is concerned, 
I. PROBLEM 
Statement .2£ ~ problem. It was the purpose of this study 
to investigate the current and projected effect of graphic data pro-
cessing upon the program of indust'rial arts education. The study 
consisted of three basic parts. First it was .concerned with-the 
analysis of the various types of graphic data processing units, 
their related components, and a determination of their most efficient 
use in computing systems. Secondly, by means of an instrument, a 
survey was made of present industrial and educational applications 
of this media. Thirdly, these data were then analyzed and evaluated 
for future implications and necessary changes in industrial arts 
education were recommended. 
Importance of the study. At the time of this writing there is 
little published related literature concerning the application of 
graphic data processing in the field of education. There is reason 
to believe, however, that subject matter in the industrial arts 
curriculum will be directly or indirectly affected by tllis media 
of computer corumunicatiou. !littce colleges nud universities prepare 
industrial arts teachers, they are obligated to provide an accurate 
representation of industry aud are responsib:i.e for the devefopment 
of new and better curricula which can be used in the teaching of 
industrial arts at all levels. The current application1:1 of graphic 
data processing represent the "cutting edge" of technology, In view 
of tbe potential of this means of computer communication to both 
'. 
industry and education, there appeared a necessity for research in 
order, that educa.tion be kept abreast of the times. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF.TERMS USED 
Alphanumeric representation. This.ill.a presentation of data 
iu .the form ~f letter~, numbers, or established symbols. 
]!g,. The smallest magnetized unit .o.f .storage. 
Byte., The smallest number. of bi~s .tha't csn. be read or 
stored by· a single instruction, 
4 
,'Cathode ray ~ (CRT). This is a· phosphor coated vacuum' 
tube· with the ability of glowing briefly when hit.by an'el!"ctron 'Deam. 
·Cybernetics. A scientific study of .those methods of control 
and communication common to computers. 
Graphic representation. This is a.presentation of data in 
the form of lines, bars, charts, graphs, vectors, or establ~shed 
symbols, 
Graphic ~·processing. This is a method of computer 
communication which allows direct and rapid access to stored data 
' . ) . 
which can be generated, scanned visually, selected, processed, 
modified, and redisplayed in alphameric and graphic representation. 
Hardware. The mechanical, magnetic, electrical and electronic 
devices of which a computer and peripheral equipment is built. 
Industrial~ education. This term is defined as a program 
of teacher education conducted by colleges.end/or universities in 
which industrial arts teachers are prepared for certification at the 
'-\ 
. ;: 
secondary level. Subject matter in such a program is either directly 
or indirectly related with graphic representation. 
Off-line. Referring to peripheral devices'which'mily'be used 
with or without: the computer. 
~~· Referring to peripheral devices which are used as 
an integral part: of the computing system. 
Parity. l'he condition of equality which exists among the 
bytes 'of computer storage. 
·software. A collective term used 'to'describe the programs 
necessary for computer operation. 
~-sharing. · The ability of the 'c<imputer to do ·many tasks 
almost simultaneously. This allows for various departments of a 
firm to uae a single computer or for various firms to use the same 
computer. 
Utilization, This term is defined as an efficient use aimed 
toward a productive application. 
III, STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES 
Graphic data processing will significantly influence the 
fielcJ of industrial arts at both the collegiate and secondary levels• 
1, It will have an immediate impact on the selection of content 
in industrial arts classes, especially in the field of technical 
drawing. 
2, It will bring about a significant change in the methodology 
concerned with the teaching of industrial arts. 
5 
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3.. It will effect .curriculum planning in the field of industrial 
arts .• 
IV.. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON THE ADVANTAGES 
OF GRAPHIC DATA PROCESSING 
In the past several years, many article.a have been written 
about graphic data processing. These articles contain information 
on a particular application or a single, development. A selected 
review of some of these short articles is necessary to show the 
importance of this method of computer communication. 
Although computers have been used for many years in areas 
where graphic information is important, man has. not had an effective. 
means of communicating with the computer in a graphic mode. Now 
through the use of the cathode ray tube, equipment has been developed 
which allows computers to receive, file, and create graphic data. 
This equipment enables man to extend his creative abilities and 
perform existing jobs more effectively.l 
Graphic data proceasing makes it possible to exchange graphic 
information at electronic speeds. Designed to help engineers, design-
ers, and businessmen, the new system allows the user to communicate 
with a computer in almost the same way be talks with liis colleagues. 
lnarold Wolpe, Graphic Displays Through Computers, A published 
report presented to the International Communications Congress held in 
Philad.elpbia, December 7-ll, 1962 (Poughkeepsie, New York: IBM 
Corporation, November 1962), P• 1. 
The instantaneous handling of graphic data reduces the time between 
' : I ' . -
the conception and execution of an idea.2 
The mode of communication is "conversational".putting the 
primary user .in direct contact with tlie' computer. . The 
designer or draftsman can enter iriforination into the system 
and direct the computer to perform routine operations. He 
7 
can also exercise his judgement and cotm11unioate his decisions 
to the computer while he is working .on: h.is problem, thereby 
eliminating the need to anticipate and program· decision-making. 
~"Outines.3 · 
The graphic data processing system can epeedily'ana'effi~ 
ciently perform the'following'duti~s formerl:f.left'.to designers and 
draftsmen. 
1. Recording information in the form of drawings. 
2. Filing. 
3. Retrieving. 
4. Revising existing drawings. 4. 
VI, PJ.lliAT!lD LITERATURE Oll i1IE COMPONENT EQUIPMENT 
OF GRAPHICAL DATA'PROCESSING 
~n order .to gain a true perspective of graphic de.ta processing 
and related equipment, we should ~irst be awa~e of the requirements 
to be met by such a system. The objectives of the General Motors 
•, 
Corporation, a leader in this field follow. 
2Irving Ab2ug, "Graphic Data Processing," Datamation, January,. 
1965, p. 35. . . . 
·3verlin L. Hoberecht, Application of ~Processing!!!_ Revision 
1?f Engineering Drawin~. A published report presented to the Design 
Engineering Conference; May, 1965, (New York: . The American Society of 
Mechanica1 ~gineeis," March 1965), p. 1. 
4Ibid., P• 1. 
8 
The first .. requirement was that the process would produce a 
·, 
hard copy drawing for engineering use. The second requirement was 
that the process would simulate man-to-man communication where one 
1J1!1!1 is observing details or discussing them with a second man who 
is either drawing or pointing to a particular part of a drawing. The 
third objective was the simulation of the comparison function. The 
system should allow.for the overlay of two' drawings so that their 
similarities and differences could be observed. The fourth objective 
was to achieve c~uriication of non-graphic information. 5 
, In order to fulfill these objectives efficiently, the system 
would have to: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Introduce data rapidly and accurately to the computer. 
Operate on this data. 
Observe the results of these operations ·.and have the 
ability to modify them while still in the on-line 
........ -.. , 
4. ' 
environment. · 6 File the original data and final results for future reference. 
The first equipment developed was a graphic console which 
" 
included a display• tube, control buti:ons, lights,, a card reader, an 
alphanumeric keyboard and a position indication penci1. 7· 
·5Edwin L. Jacks, "A l'..aboratory For The Study Of Graphical 
Man-Machine Connnunication," ~ fil1 ~-I System, A report presented 
at the 1964 Jo:l,nt Computer Conference (Warren, Michigan: Research 
Lilboratories, General Motors Corpora.tion, 1964), p. 344-45. 
6M. Phyllis Cole, Philip B. Dorn and Richard Lewis, "Operational 
Software in a Disk Oriented Syatem," QM DAC-.! System, A report pre-
sented at the 1964 Joint Computer Conference (Warren, Michigan: 
Research Laboratories, General Motors Corporation, 1964), p. 351. 
7Barrett Hargreaves and others, "Image Proce~sing Hardware for 
a Man-Machine Graphical Connnunication System,." fil1 ~-1 System, ·A 
report presented at the 1964 Joint Computer Conference (Kingston, 
New York: · Data Systems Division, IBM Corporation, 1964), p. 363. 
"i 
~ ·-~·. ~ ' 
9 
· A typical display unit is tlie IBM 2250 which has the.ability 
of visually displaying tables. 'graphs, charts, and alphanumeric numbers 
and figures, Data are 'presented 'on··a twelve by twel've inch square area 
on the face of a twenty one inch cathode· ray tube.· The· display· area 
contains over 1,000,000 display points that can be addreased by ·x 'and y 
coordinates, Within this same area, 74 lines of 52 characters each 
can be displayed.a Thia console is supported by an alp~umeric key-
board which is a typewriter-like device used by the operator to com-
pose messages consisting of letters, numbers, and symbols. 9 
Another' feature is the program function keyboard which pro-
vides for manipUlation of the computer program by means of changeable 
descriptive overlays. Each overlay is coded by a subroutine to 
. . 
control the computer. One overlay might be used to enlarge, decrease, 
or delete a screen :image while another might be keyed to various 
electronic s~ols,10 Closely related to the program func"tion keyboard 
is the light pen which may also be used for communication by pointing 
a pen-like device at a portion of the cathode ray tube. This portion 
of the :image may then be controlled to enlarge, decrease, or delete 
itself from the :image area.11 Still another means is the operator 
8International Business Machines 
Systems Summary (Poughkeepsie, New York: 
Corporation, 1964), p. 17. 
Corporation, 1fil! System/ 360 
Customer Manuals, IBM· 
·ginternational Business Machines Corporation, 1fil! ·System/ l2Q. 
Component Description, 1fil! .llfil!. Dj§plsv .!!!!.!!. Model l (Kingston; New 
York: Product Publications, IBM Corporation, n.d.), p. 6. 
10tbid., p. 30. 
11 1 l!?.!S.. • p. 2. 
. '-, 
10 
control panel~ This allows the operator to become an intergrated part 
of the computer sy3tem. By means of switches and indicators, the. 
Oll,eraei>r is able to 1)13intain basic.', contro:J. ·of. i:he _program.12 
.These features can be further increased by other additives. 
Absolute vector graphics, for instance, provides the ability to draw 
vectors from any p0int on the 1,024 by 1,024 grid. to ~ny other point. 
The yectCJr can be. drawn at any angle and of any lengt_ii:.13 . The. buffer 
storage unit provides a m~ns of regeneration by which an image can 
be maintained.on the face of the cathode·ray tube while the computer 
can be freed for other work.14 
',rite. character generator ;!.s used . to reduce t;he time needed for · 
the -d.isp~y of a character. Instead of using the, C:Ol!lt!u~er t;o,_cr~te. 
a character by addressing.individual points, the character generator 
is used to transfer a one byte representation. Sixty-three characters 
inclu~ing the alphabet, numbers, and special symbols are available, 
These characters come in a standard size and one which is one and a 
15 half times the standard size. 
Recorders and scanners are sometimes used to implement the use 
of the 2250. Through the use of thirty-five millimeter film, infor-
mation may be processed in and out of the computer in natural form. 
In the IBM 2280 Film Recorder, an output device, the same cathode ray 
beam used to develop a screen image is used to expose the desired 
information on 35 millimeter silver emulsion film. The time required 
12Ibid., P• 10, 
14Ibid., p, 10. 
13Ibid., p. 13. 
lSibid., p. 10. 
1.' 
.~· ... '· 
ll 
for development is less than one minute. The 2281 is similar to the 
2°280, but is an inpUt device. The Cathode ray'Cbeam is passed through 
tw photomultiplier tubes. The intensity is measured and then trans- '1 
ferred to the computer,16 
A combination of the 2280 and the 2281 ia· the IBM 2282 which 
has the abilities .of both units, Since·cert$:ln· components are common 
to both units, only one mode of operation is ~6~sible at a time.17 
In the development of recorders_ and,scanners, program system 
objectives dictate.d that line widths .OS per cent of image size must 
be maintained. Thus the system was designed td provide an accurate 
method for converting graphic data to digital form. 18 Used in 
conjunction with recorders and scanners is a device called a plotter. 
It produces engineering drawings from English-like statements or as 
a form of computer output.19 When used with "the telegraph communi-
16Internetional Business Machines Corporation, IBM System W 
System Component Description, !!!.!! ™ Film Recorder lfil! ™ !!.!!!! 
Scanner; lfil! ™ l!!m Recorder/Scanner (Kingston, New York: Products 
Publications, IBM Corporation, n.d.), p. S. 
17Internationel Business Machines Corporation, The IBM 2282 
F11m/Recorder/Scenner Unit (A circular by the IBM Corporation, ;-
York: IBM Corporati~n, n.d.). 
•'·. 18Fred N. Krull and James E. Foote, "A Line Scanning System 
Controlled from an On Line Console," _!fil .!?M:.-I System, A report pre-
sented ,to the·l964 Joint Computer Conference (Warren, Michigan: 
Reaearch Laboratories, General Motors Corporation, 1964). p. 377. 
19Internationel Business Machines Application.Program,~ 
Drafting· Program Awlication System .. (White Plains, New -York: 
Technical Publications, International Business Machines Corporation, 
n.d.), P•- 1.. . 
': . 
. ·" 
, . ., •. , ··/· 
cations system, it· ·is possible to· transfer data. for. a completed 
dratling across the· nation or to· another .country·. 
All of this· cociponent cqti:l.p111ent was developed to. facilitate 
the use.of the graphic console. It is· estimated that most computers 
can execute from 10,000 to 3',000,000· instructions.per second. A 
12 
human progr~er can urite·and correct about 100 instructions. per day,:,-
20 The ;-at:io of epe~ds is about 30,000,000 to 1. Through graphic 
' 
data processing, the need of many programmed instructions is el:ftninated, 
'l<':i.thout the.formerly mentioned software, the programmer would still 
have to convert his output information from his own internal format 
to a format required by the hardware. He would not be in a position 
to make·essy, efficient and flexible use of the hardware. 21 
VII• REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE ON THE 
APPLICATIONS OF GRAPHICAL DATA PROCESSING 
The following applications haVe been taken from an lllM 
publication describing the 2250 graphic display unit. 22 In the 
2Qu, c. Brearly; "Computers, Computing, and Careers," Report. 
?lumber .ill (Urbana, Illinois: Department of Computer Science, 
University of Illinois, March, 1965), P• 9. 
21Thomae R. Allen and James E. Foote, "Input/Output Software 
Capa~ilities for Man"."Machine.Communication and Image Processing System," 
fill ~I System, A report presented at the 1964. Joint Computer Con-
ference (Yarren, Michigan: Research Labora.tories, GMC, 1964) ;· p~ 387 • 
. 22Internationsl B!lsin~~~ ~chines Corporation, Use"~£· ~he:, IBM 
.™ Display .Y!i,ll. (Ttlbite Plaine, New York: . Technieal Publieations, 
IBM. Corp!>ration, n.d,), p. 1-2. · 
' , ,r • 
• • ·1 ' 
"· 
·.( 
.,., 
r. c 
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' . ~· 
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field' of· engineering,' we are· interested in design·efficiency·in 
addition to 'a· suitable dra11ing.· The engineer can make a rough 
sketch' oil the;face ·of t:he· console ueins the light pen,· ·The ·lines 
are then automatically made emooth" ·Now theerigiiieer can· enter 
essential ·specifications·nhich the design must contain; ·'The computer 
. " 
,,.• .·, 
then·figures itCl!lil such' as··"7eight·, 'induiance, co'st •or potier. These .. ,. 
values are then displaye&'With the •sketch." If the engineer is.r.ot 
satisried, ·he can· .indicate the ·items ·in 'need of further chnnge aIJ.d 
resubr.lit them to· the COl'J?Uter. ·This process of operator ·control and 
computer·processing can continue until a suitable design is reached. 
··The graphic data processing system in engineering allows :all 
design logic and i)arts speeificetions ·to be stored within the computing 
system, thus allowing for quick accessability. It eliminates routine 
human tasks and provides for a better design by on the spot testing.· 
Another use 9f visual c01D111unication is in the field of inquiry 
and mauagf!iil~t control. An CXB!llple ia the use of· the various motor 
vehicle departments in reviewing license and motor vehicle regie-
tration, An application can quickly be checked and corrected, Often 
large supply houses receive phone· calls which demand a reply in a few 
minutes; Stock can quickly be imreiitoried and a response given. 
In 'scientific computation,. intermediate as well as final 
results ~an be presented iti the form of bars, charts, curves, points, 
. 
or symbols. The time in the transfer of messages between computer 
and operator has been cut to a minimum. In the analysis of the space 
,probe, the process time has been cut from three weeks to two days. 
.. ,\\ ' . 
. -_, 
. ;', - . 
·: 
With time sequenced aerial photography and image-processing 
techniques, the trajectories of any 'or all vebicles over a 
large stretch of highWay can· be determined. From such tra-
jectories, head way, spacing, volume, density, and velocity . 
data can be derived. The effects of traffic flow on ramps, 
merger lanes, driver-information signs, and congestion causing 
events can be calculated. Ultimately, such knowledge will pro-
duce operational methods for maintaining high capacities on 
highWay transportation facilities in high-density situstions.23 
At present there is little evidence in the literature re-
fleeting the application of graphic data processing in education, 
but the effects of industry will soon relate to industrial subjects. 
According to Talkington, the need for these industrial subjects 
will not lessen, although the areas of emphasis will change. Be 
14 
states that a greater demand for creativity and knowledge acquisition 
through the c0111puter will accompany the basic principles of drafting. 
The tedious drawing of repetitive parts will be unnecessary. Through 
' ,· 
the guidance function of industrial arts, an introduction ·to visual 
computer cominunication should be presented in order for youth to 
become part of the new technical culture. The need for education 
24' 
to stay With the times hes been increased. 
! '' ., . 
23IBM Data Systems Divisicin, Application B£_ .!1A!:.!. Image Pro-
cessina Techniques .IQ. Traffic Acquisition (Kingston, New York: Data 
·Systems Divisionj IBM Development Laboratory '1964), p. 4. 
24Joe E. Talkington, "Computer Graphics.in the Schools," 
:!'.!!! Jout"llal ~ Industrial ~Education. May-June, 1966, p. 20. 
CHAPTER II 
THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Limitations ~ the study, Difficulty in .the identification 
of firms using the cathode ray tube system (CRT) and the hesitance 
of these firms to elaborate upon ·their usage served as the main 
limitations of this study, This difficulty can be attributed to 
the presently rather confined use of this recent development. The 
relatively short period of time that the CRT has been used for com-
puter communication; its importance as an on-line media, and its. 
expense are all factors contributing to the lack of industrial 
applications. 
Although General Motors and the Massachusetts Institute·of 
Technology experimented with the CRT as early ~s 1963, public results 
of research in this are!{ ;;ere not knoli7ll until the Fall (Joint Com-
puter Conference of 1964. Present developments of industry, then, 
have occurred over the past two years. Many of these developments 
are still in the theoretical and experimental stages. 
However, in general application, as a real-time control 
,. device, ,the CRT system :I.a the most efficient means of comp.uter 
communication. The areas of application include management, ·desi,gn, 
test monitoring, scientific computation and others which are inc1µded 
in the body of this study. 
The solving of unique problems for a particular application 
demands costs in both time and money. Having solved these. problems, 
16 
the concerned firms are not willing to make the results. of their 
research publicly known where the released information can be easily 
utilized by competitors. Again the cost of the CRT system, including 
the computer, prohibits experimentation ·by many:smaller or ·con-
servative .companies. Cost is also the major prohibitive factor 
against the.use of the CRT in c9mputer-assisted educational .programs. 
The manufacturers of the CRT system, having an ethical 
responsibility as vendors, are also hesitant to relinquish.the names 
of firms presently using their system. Typical of the manufacturers 
is the' Ifill Corporation which controls a majority of the computer 
market. ·~ a matter of company policy, it refuses to give.out infor-
mat·i~1i' concerning present customers. General information from the 
manufacturers did lead to the identification of some specific indus-
trial applications and to the areas of development contained within 
the ae~ospace, air-craft, automotive, and design industries. 
Another limitation of the study was the lack of suitable 
library facilities, Most of the periodical literature concerned 
with the CRT is located in Engineering Journals. Since Morehead 
State University is not pr:fmarily devoted to the education· of engi-
neers, the library facilities are limited in_engineering publications. 
Most of the review of periodical literature was performed in the 
libraries of the University of Kentucky and University of Connecti-
cut. Still, some of the articles listed in the Applied Science and 
Technology Index could not be found• 
Assumptions .2f ~ study. Industrial firms using the CRT 
were identified through the review of the literature and from 
information provided by manufacturers. Though these sources did not 
identify all firms using the CRT system, it is assumed that a com-
prehensive sampling suitable for the purposes of this study was 
provided. The method of contacting and sampling these firms will 
be discussed later in this chapter. 
17 
The data collected from these firms is an indication of 
CRT usage. As previously discussed, the great importance of the CRT 
system has limited the amount of information available. In some 
cases, the information presented by the firms'may not be an accurate 
representation of their developments or the degree of their usage. 
It may be assumed that actual use is ahead of the information released 
to the public. 
Though the present utilization of the CRT system is confined, 
it is felt that future advancements in computer technology will 
increase the influence of the system. With the advent of time-
sharing, telegraph and data transmission lines, and the dissemi-
nation of present CRT knowledge, the realization of common CRT usage 
will become possible, 
Computer design advancements, only recently available, allow 
for a more efficient use of both large and small computers by" the CRT 
system, Through time-sharing, several computer activities may be 
carried on almost simultaneously. The same computer, therefore, can 
be us~d in a CRT system and at the same· time for more common computa-
tional chores. New, smaller and.thus less expensive computers will 
also serve to lower the overall cost of the CRT system. 
18 
This study, then, is based upon the ass~ption that future 
uses of the CRT system will cause it to be a prominent means of 
computer ·communication. These uses will be new and different allowing 
for the computerization of areas previously thought of as infeasible, ''·'· · 
The current.uses are offered as concrete examples which will be 
expanded for general acceptance in industry and education·, 
Initial ~ Acquisition. Periodical literature concerning 
the capabilities, uses, and manufacturers of· CRT systems was r.eviewed 
as the initial step in data acquisition. Approximat'ely 160 articles 
were reviewed. From these articles, eighteen manufacturers 'of .CRT 
systems were identified and contacted to obtain data including the 
cost, capabilities, application areas, and users of their systems. 
' . 
Fifteen of the manufa~turers responded to this letter of inquiry. 
Identification of Industrial. Firrus. Only three specific 
firms were identified as users of the CRT system from information 
provided by the manufacturers. Their suggestion and the review of 
related· literature contained present application to the aerospace, 
'' 
aircraft, automotive, and design industries. The armed services 
and govermnent agencies were also suggested. 
Both sources· also indicated that industries concerned .with 
CRT development would have to be large, have a vast amount of money 
reserved for experimentation, have a definite need for the engineering 
disciplines, and. they would have to be competitive within their area 
of specialization. Through the use of Thomas'.s Register, Poor's Digest 
and the College Placement Annual firms were selected· on the basis. of 
engineering need and interest in research from the industries suggested 
... ~-
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by the manufacturers. The armed forces, government agencies and firms 
specializing in computer services were also Classified as having a 
need of the CRT system. Size and ·competition w.ere not used as cri-
teria for selection since they were considered. relative values, 
Although the manufacturers can possibly be. corisider.ed users of their 
. . 
own equipment, they were not included in the sampling procedure for 
it was felt that there inclusion would bias the selection of indus-
trial firms. 
, 
A 'form letter was then sent to these firms to 'determine if 
they were using the CRT, the extent of their usage, their areas of 
application, their cost and the capabilities of their system. From 
this initial data, categories or areas of applf~ation were determined. 
leading to the classification of the responding firms. 
Acquisition .!!f. Questionnaire ~ From Selected Industrial 
Firms. In order to justify the implications of industrial CRT 
system usage and the incurred ~ducational responsibility, a question-
naire was developed to secure the following .d.at~' deemed necessary for 
the study: 
1. Size and type of firm 
2. Hardware equipment used . -,, 
3. The nmnber and type of personnel concerned 
4. Problems end advantages of the CRT· system 
S. Educational responsibility 
6, Effect on the field of design and/or drafting 
" 
·_,-- ~ 
" 
. ~- . '. 
-.· .... , 
j ~' 
' .. ~ 
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Sirice only 20 firms responded to the original form letter as 
usirig the CRT systein, all were included as participants of the· 
questionnaire. 
'Acguia:i.t:ion & ~ !!:!!!! Selected Educationai "Institutions. 
I~ order to gain an' insight into· educational applications~ five 
institutions were initially contacted as to their' ~sea of•' the com~· 
puter. ·These institutions were identified· thr"Ough
0
the related 
literature as being instrumental in the development of computer as-
. . 
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sisted instruction. Their uses will be discussed separately from the 
uses of those :lnStitutions contacted in the suZ.V.ey. 
To survey educational uses centering on computer-assisted 
instruction'and future educatiotisl 'implications a questionnaire was 
developed· to secure the following data deemed necessary for the study: 
1. Size of institution 
2. 
3. 
Size of computer-assisted education program as to 
number of students and the amount of their usage 
Hardware used 
4. Number of staff concerned 
5. · Problems and advantages ~f the CRT. system 
6.· Subject areas feasible through CRT systems 
7. Rating of computer-assisted instruction 
the 
The selection of educational samples was based on two previous 
studies concerned with the use of computers in education. The first 
was the Higher Education Media Study, completed1;f.n August of 1966, 
was a project of the Association for Higher Education and the depart-
•; ;.· 
. ',• 
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ment of Audio-Visual Instruction of the National Education Association 
in cooperation with the Bureau of Higher Education of the United 
Stlilces Office· of Education, The second study, Computers in Engi-
neering Edu~ation, ws conducted by the Information.Systems Committee 
of the Ameri~n.Soi!iety for Engineering Education and was-c(ifupleted in 
November of 19~5. The ·studies contacted a tot.al of 1,577 institution . 
of high _l.ea~ing to gather data. on various computer applications. 
Since the.CRT is dependent upon the computer·J.twas felt that the 
comprehensive sampling of these organizations wou1d provide sn 
. . 
excellent basis to gather· data conceming the. applications of graphic 
data . pro.ceasing. 
' .The Higher Edueation Media St'.udy· id~tifted ftfty-foilr 
applications in computer-assisted' :i.nstrliction, .21 in information 
storage ~nd.retr:i.eval, and an a_ilditional 106 unclassified applications. 
. . 
Since the·' compute~assisted in~truction ·and information storage and 
retr'ieVal applicatio11s are iogical areas of CRT utilization·a q-sort 
was.used to provide a 50 per cent sampling of these areas. In addi-
tion a 10 per cent random sariipling WaS performed of .the unclassified 
" . ·', 
.,>' 
group. Computers in Engineering Education identified an additional 
fifty-two institutions. Since the ffeld of, engineering was ins.tru-
' mental to,the development of the CRT, a q-sort .was used to sample 
so per cent of these ·1ater institutions .. This procedure.brought the 
total sample of educatio~l-institutions"incltided in the survey to 
seventy'-two. 
~';.•,._ .. ,...-, 
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Supplementary~ Acguired Through Personal Interview. 
Though the questionnaires.were comprehensive in respect to the acqui-
sition of the desired data, it was felt that .additional information 
would be necessary particularly in the determination of encountered 
problems and future implications. 
Several educational institutions and industrial firms were 
" selected to provide this additional information' and evaluate the 
questionnaire form. These participants were selected on the basis 
of their geographic proximity and leadership in either industrial 
app:j.ications or computer-assisted education. 
Evaluation ~ Acquired l!!!E!.· The data secured were evaluated 
as to their implications for Industrial Arts Education. These 
implications were classified into three general categories: 
1. The effect upon the various subject fields 
commonly. taught in Industrial Ar.ts as a 
representation of industry. 
2. The methodology used in the teaching of Industrial 
Arts in relation to couiputer-assis'ted education 
and the necessary physical facilities. 
3. The curriculum revision' necessary in Industrial 
Arts Education brought about by t~e developments 
in the cathode ray' tube systems. . . 
Supplementary information about the manufacturers, industrial 
firms, and samples of the questionnaire are included in the appendix. 
.:;.,:'\,..,:>··;·.:--~-:-
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CHAPTER III 
THE NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF, TRE CAT!iODE RAY TUBE SYSTEM 
" 
The cathode ray tube system (CRT) provides for an instan-
taneous display of stored data.which may be altered .or updated at 
' '. • . ' . ' , '~ t •'' , 
the convenience of the operator. The data.displayed.may be regen-
erated indefinitely through buffering units ·thus allowing the 
' ' -· ., ....... j',' . ' 
computer ,i:o perform other routine taskj; ·while ,t,he.· C.~1: is being used. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to present information 
pertaining to the early developments of the .. CRT, .system, its areas of 
application and the peripheral equipment necessary.for its implemen-
tation. 
I. EARLY DEVELOPMENTS. 
The pRT system is an'outgrowth of research conducted to ~ind 
a simple and. efficient means of. comm.unication. between man and the 
computer especially with respect to graphic- data. The original 
' . . . 
efforts w~re initiated to make a more efficient use of 'the scarce 
supply pf engineering ability. Though the co~puter had long been 
used to solve engineering equations, t.he element of man-machine 
communication was a consistent probl_em. It was also felt that a 
graphic solution, which could. be viewed during its computation, 
would.be mu~h more beneficial to the user than .the familiar print-
out sheet. Limited. success in the use of the CRT system began in 
" 
'• 
" 
1963, l'hese early systems left·much to be desired, but, did offer 
ease of communication and graphic presentation, 
. The joint efforts of the International Business Machines 
Corporation (IBM) and the General Motors Corporation (GM) led to the 
development and·production of the necessary hardware equipment. 
. . . 
General Motors supplied the requirements for the desired equipment 
along with the experience it had incurred in the use of computers in 
automotive design, l'he IBM Corporation supplied the technical know-
ledge necessary for peripheral equipment development, Their early 
system· included the CRT, light pen, alphanumeric and program function 
keyboards, and 35 llllll. recording and scanning devices. Though little 
published information is available concerning the present state of 
24 
development at General Y..otors, recent correspondence with the corpora-
tion indicates that much of the work is of an experimental nature, 
'l'he indication of this correspondence, however, is hardly compat·~ble 
uith the efforts extended by the corporation, During an IBM presents-
tion concerning the CRT system at Morel1ead State University it was 
learned that General Motors has spent five hundred thousand dollars 
a month on graphic d"'.ta processing since 1963, This bl·iugs the present 
total to twenty-two l]lillion dollars spent on program development which 
is housed in a highly restricted laboratory. It would seem that the 
present state-of-the-art at General l!O~ors is beyond publicly released 
information. 
Since its early developments, the IBM Gorporatiou has signifi-
cantly improved and e:itpanded its offerings, They currently;offer four 
25 
models of the CRT designed specifically for alphanumeric or graphic 
' .. 
representation·~ Their system is complemented by· a full line of 
peripheral equipment and off-the-shelf soft~1are packages. 
·',.' 
' \ ~ 
At the same time, the Rand Corporation,, a private research 
organization, was developing their "Tablet" for.graphical communi-
cation. A horizontal grid was developed which allowed the·user to 
\ ;;1 
write or draw in a natural manner, The grid eiiminated the need for 
any computer controlled scanning system '..to lo~a~~ or track ~be stylua.l, .. 
' ' .·( 
The CRT is used to display the drawing as it exists in digitized form. 
Development has been carried to where it represents a practical and 
economical tool. 
While these developments brought· ·about a sophistication in 
hardware, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was making equal 
strides in software. Ivan Southerland's Sketch Pad allowed for a two 
dimensional representation of a three dimens~~nal object. His· pro-
gramming advancements allowed for a CRT generated isometric drawing 
·when the top, front, and aide views were dra~ '.on tl\e face of the CRT 
tube. . . 
During the interview at Massachuset.ts .Institute of Technology, 
the investigator also learned of the devel~pments 'of Dr. George Coons 
whose work with .software Will allow for rotatio'n, enlargement and 
: " 
. .' 
. " 
·:·: 
. .;. ' 
,, 
_:.. l ,. 
._ .. , 
- ' ,-
., 
' :,_-
reduction of three dimensional objects. Wh~n fully developed, this ... , .. 
lM, ·R. 'Davis and T.· o. Ellis,~~ Tablet: A Man-Machine 
Graphical Communication Device, (Santa Monica, California: The Rand 
Corporation), p. 21 et passim. 
' ' 
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software can be offered as an integral component of the CRT system. 
Much of the work in graphics at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
is performed at their Lincoln Laboratories. This reseatch branch ts 
to a great degree subsidized by the Federal Government; The results 
cif their projects are seldom used w:i.th:i.n the institute but are offered 
to interested pr~vate corporations. 
II. AREAS OF AP.PLICATION : 
ail a design and information storage/retrieval tool, the CRT 
sistelli has fo'und applieation in the aerospac:e" ·aircraft, automotive 
and engin~ering industries. Its graphic mode allows for the tracking 
of plane flights and the calculations involved in flight patterns 
and landing paths. The same type of system is aiso being used to 
track and analyze the paths of space vehicles at blast-off and re-
entry phases. 
In the engineering field, t;he CRT and its peripheral equip-
ment can be used to easily and quickly enter data into the computer. 
The data may then be processed, stopping at any .time for necessary 
alterations. The engineer can communicate with the computer effec-
tively having bad little or no previous training in CRT usage. To 
,,, 
illustrate this point, the United Aircraft Corp~ration gives the 
engineer a short explanation after which he is allowed to experiment 
·-... 
on his own for approximately three hours. This. brief procedure rend-
.. 
era the engineer a competent user of the CRT system. The time period 
of IBM seminars in the use of CRT consoles is of similar duration. 
.... _ ... " '·· 
';-,' I' 
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Applications .. in the automotive ,field according to General 
Motors. confined largely to design, , Pre:vious drawings may be stored 
on~ 35.tmn. aperature card from which they may easily be generated· to 
the CRT screen for alter~tions. Another .application·, presently being 
. ' 
used by the Chrysler Corporation, is in the area of information 
' ' ' ; . ~ __ '.;; - ' 
inqui~~ '.l'hey ar~ using the CRT to verify their warranty program. 
A leas costly area.of application lies in·tbe presentation and re-
'. 
trieval of alphanumeric data suitable for bu~iness needs. Invento-
riee, .budgets, sales records a~d personnel f:i.les. can c!?nveniently be 
kept thr~USb the CRT ~yStf!l'I· 
Some needs require both graphic and alphanumeric data. An 
. ' 
example of this is the presentation of annotated· graphs suitable for 
management conferences. During an interview with the Westinghouse 
Corporation, Mr. James Stevena described a system which provided 
graphic information concerning the status of sales, inventory, and. 
production of the. ylilr.ioua appliances distrib~ted··. by the corporation •. 
Additional information concerni.ng, applications will be provided. in 
Chapter IV, 
In summary, the CRT system can replace or be used in con-
junction with current peripheral devices to perform any computer task, 
The capabilities of the CRT system, however, exceed those of all 
peripheral devices yet developed. Again, the ease and speed.by which 
the operator can communicate with the computer and. the graphic dis-
play produced are the ms.in advantages. 
''-" 
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III. THE CATHODE RAY TUBE 
The cathode ray tube (CRT) has previously had wide application 
as the viewing screen in television sets and oscilliscopee. By 
definition the CRT is simply a vacuum tube.with~the ability to glow 
. . 
when its phosphor coated surface is. hit by aD._el"ectron beam. This 
simple definition does not, of course, inclu~-~··~he limitations and 
qli:B1ities which must be taken into consideratiot\ when the CRT is to 
. 
·. ' . . ;" 
be used as a computer communication media• 
. . 
Foremost of these considerations is the method of controlling 
beam. movement within the tube. Either electrostatic or magnetic 
deflection may be used. In magnetic deflection; beam movement is 
controlled by a change in current applied to co:l,ls placed outside 
the.tube while in 'electrostatic deflection beam movement is con-
trolled by the difference of voltage applied to two parallel plates 
within the tube. 
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The 
beam movement in a magnetic tube is less costly, but slower, ~ban the 
faster more expensive beam movement of the electrostatic tube. Wider 
beams are possible through the electrostatic system which demands high 
voltage. The narrow beam of the magnetic system operates on high 
which is easily satisfied through transistorized circuits. Settling 
time is less with the electrostatic system than with the magnetic, 
_,., 
·" 
The method of beam movement must be selected according to the CRT 
2 
system requirements and cost. 
The phosphor used in the CRT should be bright, flicker free 
29 
and require as little regeneration as possible. · The phosphors gener-
ally used produce a short, bright beam which must be regenerated thirty 
times a second. They have a long life and may easily be detected on 
the face of the tube. Phosphors requiring less ge:ieration have a 
shorter usable life and lack the brightness necessary for displays. 
The size of the CRT varies from fourteen to twenty-one inches. 
Actual usable surface is reduced by tube neck diameter and angles of 
-... ~ 
deflection· and the desired work area shapes. Accuracy in this usable 
work area is determined by line resolution, jitter, and settling time. 
Line resolution of 100 lines to the inch is common allowing for al~ 
most l~ million points which are addressable on a twelve inch square 
~rork area. Jitter is the lack the beam to hold at only one of these 
addressable points. .Settling t:lme is the amount required for the 
beam to hold one spot size after movement. Settling time is less 
than one thousandth of a second and jitter.: is confined to one spot 
size. 3 
Cost is directly related to these qualities. A large CRT 
with high line resolution, low set!:ling time, and little jitter is 
2carl Machover, ''Modular Graphic 
Information Displays, Inc.", (New York: 
1966), p. 2. (offset). 
3Ibid., p. 4, et passim. 
CRT Displays Available From 
Information Displays, Inc., 
,.'-;.' 
"· 
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naturally more expensive than a smaller less accurate tube. The 
cathode ray tubes available from the Information Display Corporation 
range from six to sixteen thousand dollars• The cost of the tube, 
. 1 
however, is just a small part of the amount needed for the entire 
system. 
IV. DEVICES NECESSARY TO DRIVE TlJE DISPLAY 
The computer, composed of the memory, control and arithmetic 
, 
sections is basic to the CRT system. Data must be transferred from 
the computer to the CRT through data transfer channels, the interface 
control, and data registers to the beam· deflection unit. These 
devices are essential for the tiansf er of digitized data from Within 
the computer to the· displayed data on the face of the CRT. 
The interface control and data transfer channel compose the· 
switching device which activates the eitttaction of data and stipulates 
the method &y which data will be transferred. It must be noted that 
the computer and CRT system are not in constant direct contact. While 
data is displayed for operator observation and modification, the 
computer can be used for other data processing routines. The inter-
face also has .the function of checking the parity and validity of the 
data being received. Data bite used by the computer may be of either 
even or odd parity. In an even parity ll!BChine, .the bits must always 
add up to an even number while in an odd parity machine the bits must 
always add up to an odd number. Tbe validity check merely assures 
that the data and instructions being received are compatible with the 
stipulated software program. 
,• 
••,· 
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From the interface, we proceed to the data register. The 
function of this device is to separate the ·instructions from the data 
to be processed. 
·- , .. 
The instrtictions are referred•to the control center ,, 
while the'data to be presented are referro!d to.the beam deflector. 
.. '"' :'1:~ 
The 'instructions are processed by the control.' 'center and used to 
control beam movement and other display variables. The data bits 
,·l: 
.. ~ ' ... 
• I• ~ ' ~ 
" .•:
are then received by the deflection unit and ·.converted to analog sig- ·~ 
control center· . ;. ~'/~f nals. These signals with proper instructio~s· ftom· the 
are' applied to the deflection yoke of the CRT.: The beam, blanked or 
- ' ' . 
. l• 
unblanked, can now be'moved to the proper scre~n·position to produce 
the desired display. The blanked beam is covered so·that it can move 
' . 
across· .the CRT screen without producing an image~ The unblanked beam 
' . . . . - ' 
,, 
activates· the phosphor to produce a· display: ''·~··· 
' . 
V. INPUT DEVICES USED TO ALTER· THE DISPLAY 
The most common peripheral device used with the CRT is the 
alphanumeric keyboard. With it, the user.can call out, alter, or 
define data on the face of the screen. Its physical appearance is 
similar to that of a typewriter· keyboard. · Nwnbers, ·letters and sym-
bola, including those common to cybernetics, are available through 
this keyboard whose capacity is either 64 or 128 characters. Upper 
'• 
':' 
•;', 
" '.-~ ' ·~,_: .. 
:··· 
:-._, . 
·-
and lower cases of the alphabet are available depending upon the manu- .. 
facturer. The alphanumeric keyboard can be used to compose messages, 
text, or instructions essential to the operation of the computer. 
The typed"fuatter is instantly displayed on the face of the screen 
'. 
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where it may be edited. Corrections can then be made or the data can 
be transferred for storage within the computer. Cursors are available 
to show the point being addressed on the screen•; Typical typewriter ·.··,,; 
spacing is used in the composition of messa.ges or letters. 
" 
In preparing a computer program, 'the, a~phanumeric keyboard 
·, 
can be used in place of the traditional card punches and verifiers. 
' ' ·! . 
The information can be visually edited thus eliliiinating the time 
- ' . . . ;- . 
formerly used for verification. The transfe.r .O~· data now takes place 
. ,. 
'. " 
·' 
at electronic speeds instead of the mechanical' limitation imposed 
by the card read unit. In more sophisticat~d· systems, the alpha-
. '·' 
numeric keyboard is used to define geometric shapes. A preprogrammed 
subroutine is activated through the keyboard which allows for the 
' 
acceptance of data. Once the subroutine has b~en activated, the 
geometric object can be defined through an established programming 
language. For example, CIR 2/3, 3 would' be the mnemonic operation 
code for a circle whose radius is 3 inches and whose center lies at 
. . 
the cartesian coordinates of x ~ 2 and y • 3... This procedure can be 
, .. 
,, ' . ~. ,, 
,;;• 
, .·. 
,_ .. _ 
~:,~~·'\.··,~·"··· 
; . 
.. .;: 
,• 
adapted to lines and used to form geometric planes or solids. Other · · ., 
pertinent data such as finish, cost, or machining instructions may 
be included at this time. Other uses of the alphanumeric keyboard .. ' · 
include the review of personnel files, the insertion of engineering 
equations, the selection of graphs and computer assisted instruction, 
Another means of entering data to the CRT system or modifying 
it, is the light pen, The light pen is a photocell used to draw on or 
otherwise communicate with the CRT. The lines drawn on the face of 
~' ,. 
the CRT may be visually inspected and then entered into the .computer 
as, st'ored digitized information. This information may be recall~d 
and altered for any future use. The light pen may also be used ·to 
identify parts of an established display by circling the desired· 
portion or by initiating a preprogrSUlllled code, For instance, we may 
wish to enlarge or rotate a particular portion of a given display. 
The operator would activate the light pen by means of a foot pedal:. 
or console switch and circle the desired portion, The program ~~nc­
tion keyboard, to be described later, would then be used to enlarge 
or rotate the desired portion of the display allowing the original 
image to fade allay. To change values in a displayed electrical 
circuit, a light sensitive area would be included in the original· -
display, This light sensitive area would then be activated by the 
light pen allowing for the initiation of a subroutine. Altemate 
values could then be substituted by means of the alphanumeric key-
board, 
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The last input device of the CRT system to be discussed is 
the program function keyboard, This device is used to call data .from 
storage, manipulate it or subject it to some available subroutine, 
The typical program function keyboard consists of 32 keys coded to a 
particular subroutine. We may, for example, wish to call a drawing 
to the viewing screen which has been stored by a numbered code, By 
pressing the proper precoded button0 the C'!111Puter is readied to query 
storage, The number of the desired print is typed in by using the 
alphanumeric keyboard and the print is then displayed on the screen. 
. ·' 
'. 
;.; ~ r ' . , ·'. 
i·~.' . - ' 
" 
'.. '·· .. 
;' .. • 
« 
'."-' 
.. · 
:· ,. 
,./. ,;.:. ,.. 
. " 
' . 
'.•:1J,'·;.t1 ::",., ·. 
.; -
~ ' .· ,· .. 
" 
. "( . 
' .. 
!"·.,''I 
... 
'". 
The inv~stigator.has personally worked with this type of 
drawing during an interview with ~. Samuel M. ~sta, 111Snager of the 
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IBM 4<1vanced Scientific Center, The print was·.·a trestle bridge, often 
.. "' , .. •;_ 
" . 
displayed ·~nd discussed by the IBM Corpo:rat:i.on .•.. ',, By pressing the 
' ,. ,.•_. 
desig~t.ed buttons, the capa~ilities of ''et.J,iaf~i*g, rotating, reducing; 
. '. ,-·· ... ,,,.,,·, ;_ . 
and perspective creation were demonstrat.e4. · :, ,tb~· bridge originally 
• . . 'J'.:·. ';_: .... ;·/_-, :~, :,\ 
came into .view as an isometric drawing. '. It~'IJ!is::'then rotat.ed right, 
. '/ . . -~,,,~ < .. J 
lef.t, forward, .bac~ard, and 111Sde larger or ·~;tl!1er. 
'. [,'':\',>).: By ~epressing 
' ,_ .. : 
the foot pedal, the light.pen was ~rought to. ·focus ou a particular 
' :..· ) ' . ' 
p()rtion qf. the bridge. All of the form~r ,o;~~lions were .then. p~r-
• ' ' I , ' ' . ';.·.r;-.. . ' 
formed on.this sectio~. while the remaini~g.bridge structure faded 
I ' • • ,, 
1-·. 
away. . Th~ most· impressive part of the dellional:r'ation was the ability 
• ;. • ·:' '• < ' r~""{ ,·, , .. 
- .-· .·,,r· 
of the program function keyboard to create aiperspective, It too, 
' ' . '~~-~ ~;.~.~; ~--~~-~'.,_!. 
could b~ altered J;iy .any of the previous ·;oP.erati!),ns. 
- t_; ··: i~~; :; __ . 
VI, DEVICES USED TO IMPROVE' THE Et~tci~(Jy OF THE CRT SYSTEM 
_,''.'' 
. "'- .' 
·- •• - ' -- ~ >'! 
Buffer:i.ng and ge.nerating units a~~ .!f~lJ(led within the system 
to increase its efficiency. 
the time needed to trausf er 
Both sav~ 'the·' v~uable sto.rage space.and 
' ·-: . -._ ~; f 1·, ' 
' ' ~ , . '. ; ' '· 
data between the·CRT system and tbe com- . 
1 ' r:• 
-'' ' ': 
puter .... riiougb the.un~ts vary from one,m~ufact.urer to another, their 
general.. function rem~ins the sae. '' ··. ·' >' 
-, ; 
Bufferini:; ~nits are used to regenerate 'the display on the face 
of the CRT. In. the discussion of phospho.rs .• :t,t.':Was n?ted that th~, 
' I 
display must.be. regenerated thirty times· a.secci~d to be visible to the 
eye without .any indication of flicker. .. ~ce, the. display has been 
' '· 
,-· 
, __ ,-.,. " 
· . .",•, 
'., 
·. '-." 
·' 
''', 
t.• .. 
' . 
.. 
,. (.,_, 
' ~- •' 
. -~, . 
. ~ . ' 
_1, -:·~~-
,. -
"·.· 
... . ' :-·_,-:,. 
:"" 
'"' 
,. 
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init.iated, tile buffering unit maintains the image without involving 
'>. 
c0mputer storage. Transfer time between the CRT and the buffering unit 
is much less than that between the CRT and computer. In the newes.t 
CRT systems, storage devices are included which absorb much of. the 
' 
buffering function. 
' . ' 
. To further save ti!Jle and computer sf:()rag·e, most manufacturers 
' ' .-,, 
provide generators to display characters, veetors, and geometric 
' .. 
shapes. The vector generators allow for bot~.·~bsolute and indefi-
. • : -·~ e· .. 
nits vectors. Absolute vectors can be drawn.anywhere on the.face of 
·, ._. . 
the tube by specifying the end points of the .. ~~~tor, The need for 
' . 
all points between the end points is eliminated. Thus the.storage 
,·,·.- ,' 
' .'"1'-' 
for an entire .line is concerned only with 'the a!idresses of the line's' 
- ' ' 
.extremities. The indefinite vector is 111iiiilar E!)CCept that a point 
. .,, 
and the direction which the vector muse· 'take is. specified. Data 
tr!insmission takes place from the gener11;tor to. the CRT eliminating 
~ ~.' ,·; 
tbe use of computer storage. Circle generattits' .and those for other 
geometric shapes are similar in function. 
The character generator is used to .present numbers, ·letters, 
• J • ·,.. "' :, 
and special symbols as designated by the al'phl!niimeric keyboard. These 
characters as stored on punched cards, magnetic· 'tape and 'within the 
• : r ., ~. ~ . ·-
computer occupy only one column or bit of stor~ge. For graphic dis-
plays,' the series of points or lines mak~ng up tbe'needed letter would 
·have to b~ .. stored as individual bits. The character generator elimi-
nates the need of these points. It stores the letter as the 'extrem-
ities of the end• point of the lines which make .up the letter. When 
.., 
·~, ·' "' 
" 
-~\'. 
; ., 
''.'(' 
1,:;1:~ .. 
;:;;~~}_ r" 
-:-:.>. 
: . ::· . 
. ,, ., 
- .-; ' 
- ! 
' . '-,' 
the letter is called for, the extremities are sent to the deflection 
yoke of the CRT where the unblanked beam is positioned to ·form the 
letter. 
VII,. INPUT/OUTPUT. DEVICES DEVELOPED AS 
AN OUTGRotmI OF THE CRT SYSTEM 
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Outgr=ths such as the recorder, aca1¥1er, slide projector,· 
microfiche and motion picture equipment rely directly on the CRT. 
While the CRT is independent of these devices, its use in conjunction 
with them greatly expands the area where it finds application. 
The devices most videly used to support the CRT are recorders 
and scanners. They provide an alternate me~ns of communicating with 
the CRT and computer through the familiar 35 mm. microfilm aperture 
card. The scanner reads dravings, geometric"figures, or other 
alphanumeric and graphical data from the aperture card and transforms 
this data into digitized information to be used within the CRT and 
computing systems. Thus, any 35 mm. microfilm aperture card may be 
read and displayed upon the face of the CRT for modification. When 
modifications have been completed, the digitized data is sent to the 
recorder where it is reverted to the graphic microfilm form. These 
devices are termed off-line for they operate independently of the 
computing and CRT systcmo except during initial data transfer. 
Conventional techniques can then be used to duplicate the 
microfilm or produce hard copy. Information can be conveniently 
stored on the aperture card and still be in a form where it can easily 
r.\.•,- ·-f•>'f •• , 
.. r·' 
.. 
'-. 
... 
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. • 
i~t~duced ~o ~he computi~ ayet~. . ~e .. hard .. f·~P.Y ~n, b.e used ~hen it . ' :'- " 
. ' ''_ . • .. . l ' . _, .,' .-:. ;.:~i~i 
is necessary to remove information from ·th~· vi~ing area. · Microfiche · : .. ·• .. · .... : 
,. ' ' ' h • • • ' ' ', -- I; ··. • 
is ale.o used where miniaturi.zation is desii:'e~"·>.;;:~It cannot ·as yet be ., ......... . 
' . . . .~· .- .. ··:::.j:(·-~~:'!,' . ,, ·:.:· :'.:\~~· 
read directly int.o ·the computer through .. prea·en.i;;'scsnniilg devices, 
. ' - ·. ·, ,\ . - . 
The late'st developriients lie in CR'l\~h,~¥j,graphy. Mot.ion 
l . ' ·_ >. -.:: ~ ;:~--J.?:·i;t ( . ' 
P.ictures or slides can be taken of the :l,'!if~i;ili3t;i.on presented on the 
. ' . :·~:~::·,,~,._:;:::;/.' 
CRT• .In the Fe~eral Laborator,ies system; \Uitil:t~~ol'!r maps and other · ·: 
:: ..... :;:.::,::.: ::-1;:.r..:::::: ;.,~~!. 
jected to any c~~v~nie~t size. ·D~elo~~~~,~<f~f~ as .~~cse. ar8- ~ur- .:·,:·:/~J~~~'.1r·; 
rently being used by the A1llly in their War Roon\.'Dieplay SY,stem ~t . 
~ , . ' ' ·: ; - ·~ 
'· -· 
. '· 
Fort Wayne, Indiana. : 1., ,, :,.; 
,. 
The Tasker Instrument Corporation has ·~d!'iVeloped a, commerc;lal .: .. "<;· 
overlay similar .to the original Rend: Tab~~~:.· :~:~ consistsi of a fine · ;1,<./·:Y'.' "' 
wire grid which is. placed' over the face of. the :!'.!RT. In their normal 
• .:· l , . . ; \ . . 
position, the wires are not in Contact with each other. However,. 
-· .~: ·,_; .. '' 
when they are depressed by the use of a styltis;.'the corresponding x 
and y coordinates are stored as digitized data within the"computer. 
• '1 .... : ·• 
VIII. EXISTING INPUT/OUTPUT'DEVICES USED IN 
. . . ' 
'' 
". 
CONJUNCTION WITH THE CRT SYSTEM 
The greatest implication ·Of the CRT lies. in its use with 
tape driven numerically controlled machines. '.!hese machines have 
proven their advantages and are quickly growing in number. 'Pro-
gramming the· punched paper tap·e, however, has prpved to be so:newhat 
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of a problem. Computers have been used for.the.calculation necessary 
·~ . . . 
• • ,J ' 
for the tape development. Now, with CRT .draf.lii~g techniques much 
' ,. 
of information needed to program the punched. t'ape is already in 
digitized form within the computer. In a per?~nal interview with 
. ·. - .... ·:.):·:' 
Mr. Lee Presscott of the United Aircraft Corpo~ation, the idea of 
.. 
•• - t 
a completely automated production system was ~pbasized as the end 
. . 
product of their research. Their progr.W- i.s·· :~fued at the develop-
' ' . . 
.... ·-· -
-,- - . -~- ,_ ., 
ment of CRT drawings which will be conv~rted .~:through the use of the , ... 
- -· • •,J•·,•· 
'. ,:, L 
computer, to usable punched paper tapes .suitabi~ for numericai · con-
·. '.·· ... . .. 
- . ,-~::-~- ·~ -
trol machining. The United Aircraft CorporatiQn is only ona of the' " 
·. :· 
firms presently working in this area. Once the system is perfected 
'.· .. 
' . '• 
-. ,\ ~ 
it will further the use of both the CRT system and numerical control . '" " 
machining. 
' " 
When the hard copy desired is too large''for the hard copy : ' 
.. 
printers, the CRT system may be used with automated plotters and 
drafting machines. The plotters are the less accurate of the two.but 
can be used to draw from eighty to six hundred inches per minute. The 
drawing machines are somewhat slower, running between two hundred to 
three hundred inches per minute, but have a tolerance of ±• 001. The 
plotters and drawing machines have been used by many firms. Having 
preceeded both the CRT system and microfilm equipment, they will con-
tinue to provide the necessary bard copy, particularly when large 
prints are necessary. Typically, the plotters can be used for prints 
! ' '. 
up to S feet by 100 feet. 
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The CRT system can, of itself or through the computer, accept 
data from most peripheral devices ~uch as card readers, magnetic tape 
readers, paper tape readers and disc and drum storage units. It may 
be used to supplement these devices or in lieu of them. 
IX, SOFTWARE AND CRT CAPABILITIES 
Software is a major controllin~ factor which limits or 
expands the effectiveness of the CRT system. The software may be 
divided into programs which,control the operation of the various 
peripheral devices and those programs used for actu~l data manipu-
lation. It is well to note that all of the peripheral devices dis-
cussed would be useless without well developed software. 
The standard programming which allows for data transfer 
between devices and the initial data display is.almost always pro-
vided by the manufacturer. These standard programs are compatible 
with any application of the.CRT system after initial development. 
Programming used for data manipulation, however, must be adapted 
or modified to most new applications. An example of this is the 
display of graphs for management conferences. Though the initial 
concept necessary for the programming of graphs is similar in any 
application, the type of graph, its size, graduations and the like 
would have to be adapted to new situations. In most cases some modi-
fication of existing programs is necessary for their adaptation of 
new areas. The problems of programming are not particular to CRT 
systems but are evident of computer use in all applications. For 
unique applications an entirely new software package would have to 
be developed. 
In order to more fully utilize the developed software and 
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the capabilities of the CRT System in general, many graphic consoles 
may be linked to a single computer. Six or more consoles are common 
in multiple use and one exception, the Philco-Fo~d syst~;..to• be used 
in the Philadelphia schools, will link thirty consoles to a single 
computer. The extent of peripheral devices used in multiple console 
operation is determined according to the application. Since the 
hardware devices of the CRT system have reached a sophisticated level, 
the future of its application lies in software development. 
X. SUMMARY 
The CRT system has quickly developed into an effective com-
puter communication media since its introduction.in 1963. Charac-
terized by ease of operation, graphic presentation, and on line con-
trol it is adaptable to any situation where use of the computer is 
necessary. The use of associated peripheral devices greatly expand 
current and projected applications of the system. As current uses 
become wide spread, other applications will become readily apparent. 
Since the present level of sophistication in the hardware 
devices is adequate, an emphasis will be placed on software develop-
ment. Objectives of the United Aircraft and McDonnel Corporation 
lead the investigator to believe that a completely automated pro-
duction system will be developed. Computer aid, from the initial 
drawing to the machined component will be possible within the next 
five years. 
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As the use of the system becomes wide spread, increased 
production and improved techniques will serve to lower current pur-
chase and rental costs. As costs are lowered, the system will again 
be made available to a wider number of users allowing the CRT to 
become a common means of data exchange between man and the computer. 
Over all development of both hardware and software will allow the 
CRT system to take its rightful place in ·the computer age. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CURRENT UTILIZATION OF THE CATHODE RAY TUBE 
SYSTEM IN SELECTED SAMPLES OF INDUSTRY 
A form letter, inquiring as to possible.use of the CRT 
system, was sent to sixty-four industries whose·selection was de~ 
scribed under the heading of Initial.Data Acquisition in Chapter 
. . 
Two. The first.mailing brought twenty-nine responses, or a 4S per 
cent reply., A second form letter was ·sent· to the thirty-five firms 
who had not replied. ·Five additional responses were received, bring-
. ing:· the total response to S3 per cent. 
Of the thirty-four firms responding to the form letter, twenty 
firms or 31 per cent of the originally selected sample indicated that 
they w.ere currently using the CRT system. All .twenty firms, indicating 
CRT·usage were sent the questionnaire·devised to obtain information 
. ' 
about current utilization of the system. Eleven firms or SS per cent 
responded to the.original mailing of the questionnaire. A·second 
.mailing brought one additional response. The total of twelve firms 
comprises 60 per cent of the group which had indicated CRT usage, 
Two of the twelve firms declined to answer the.questionnaire due to 
the priority information it requested. 
The total questionnaire return may be summarized as follows. 
Of the sixty-four firms originally contacted, thirty-four or S3 per 
cent responded. Twenty or 31 per cent indicated CRT usage, Ten firms 
• j 
-~ ./ . 
'· ' ·: ·~" :, 
't 
,.,. 
furnished usable.replies to the questionnaire procedure. Usable re-
plies comprise 50 per cent of the firms indicating CRT usage and 16 
per cent of the original .selected sample; 
A comprehensive view of the .applicatio~1..;.areas was obtained 
since the firms responding to the questionnaire represent varied 
industries. In many cases several applications.of the CRT system 
- ~ '• ,·,~ ,,'.; 
are used by one firm. A more definite classlficatioil of uses and 
' ' ' ' . :1: .. \.< . 
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the personnel concerned will be provided _later ·,1in 'this ·chapter. The 
fttnction.of the firms responding to the _questionnaire is shown in 
. ' . 
Table I, 
~ . ·' . !. 'I/ 
' - ' ~ ,. 
.. ' .. '-.·. 
Tlie size of firms can to' some degree .be ,'denoted by the number 
·:: ... _: ·; ;r.:~ 
of pe0ple employed. The responding firm's 'ranged: from four thousand 
to one huiidred and sixty thousand employees'w±~~ the eitception of a 
. " private research' organization employing _t,140,.people. Almost half 
' .. ,· ',';' . 
or 525 people OD the staff Of this researcJ{organization were con-
. , 
s:l.dered to be employed on a professional· level. 
I. COMPUTERS, CRT SYSTEMS ·AND PER~H~L EQUIPMENT 
The CRT units may be designed by either specialists who work 
only with the CRT and its peripheral equipment' or by manufacturers 
who design the CRT as an integral part of a c.olllpliting system. The 
IBM Corporation, for example builds computers, CRT'e and peripheral 
. ' 
equipment. The advantage of equipment provided .. by a single manu-
facturer l'ies in its complete compatability. The unite are designed 
to work together, operate on the same software and data bit configu-
:·: 
,, . ,·,. 
"· 
' " . 
". 1.·1,r 
. ··'-,·': 
.:;:,.}: .. · 
-·;· ·. 
~ . ' 
. ' ·~-, 
.,, . 
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TABLE I 
. ·. 
FUNCTIONS OF SURVEYED FIRMi; 
Punction Number of Firms 
Aerospace 2 
Aircraft design and manufActure l 
Automobile manufacturing 1 
Chemical information service l 
Electrical equipment manufacture 1 
Missile range contractor l 
Petro-chemical products 1 
Research 2 
... '' "' 
Total 10 
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\ 
ration. ·I • The "specialist", in CRT design, adapts the CRT and peripheral 
equipment to any computing system. His·market'is largely confined to 
. ' . . 
computing systems which do not offer the CRT ·a·a.; a manufacturing option 
I :·; 
or to older computers which were not originally;.desigued for CRT use; 
To identify the type and amount of equipment being used, the 
\ ' . .: ' ' . ~ . •. ' ' ' ' . . ' ' 
questionnaire sought information as to the manufacturer, series, and 
modal number of computers, cathode ray tubes, and peripheral devices 
, . . ' ~ .. 
' 
I ' i - • ': • • j 
used by the respondents. The series and model ~umber may be used~ 
• I 1 •_· 1. 
to identify the recentness and capacity of the.concerned equipment. 
,' ~ I 
Excluding the IBM Corporation, a larger series ·number denotes a more 
recent computer of greater size than a smaller .series number. In the 
IBM Corporation, the series 360 is designed for graphic data pro-
cessing applications and a larger model number would indicate a larger · 
internal storage capacity. 
The dominance of IBM computers in the survey is to be expected 
as the corporation controls the majority of the computer market. The 
survey identified fourteen IBM computers, seven of which are designed 
specifically for graphic data processing equipment. The other com-
plete line computer manufacturers, the Radio Corporation of America 
and the Control Data Corporation, built twenty-three per cent of the 
computers used by the respondents. Combined with IBM (64 par cent) 
a total of eighty-seven per cent of the computers used by firms in the 
survey.we~e built by complete computer line manufacturers. Thirteen 
per cent of the computers used were. built by UNIVAC which presently 
does not manufacture the CRT. 
:·:\:·?~:~: ' 
. ' -
,,-.. 
:••. 
~" . 
·'.·;·· ·f 
'i'. 
. 
·-,; 
~ ' ' 
.. 
; c ,... 
No, of units 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
s 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
22 
TABLE II 
COMPUTERS 
Manufacturer 
Control Data Corporation 
Control Data Corporation 
Control Data Corporation 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
R,C.A, 
UNIVAC 
~AC 
Total 
.-- - '' 
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Series Modei no. 
3600 n. 
3300 n. 
3100 n. 
360 65 
360 so 
360 40 
1401 n. 
1410 n. 
1440 n. 
1620 n. 
7044 n. 
7080 n. 
7094 II 
3301 n. 
418 n. 
494 n. 
n. a none 
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The IBM Coipo~ation.also dominates'the'number of displays 
bei~ used with thirty-five per cent, closely' followed by the Control 
Data'C~rporation. (24.per cent) and the Radio Corporation of America 
(16 per cent). The' Digital Equipment c:Ori>oration (8 per cent) is'tbe 
only other complete line manufacturer. 'Only· seventeen per cent of 
the cathode ray· tubes were provided by the specialists who adapt the '' ' 
CRT system to any computer. 
Three plotters,· one recorder and one sc.anner were identified, 
through the questiOnnaire. Two of the plotters were' built by the 
Caicom~ Corporation and one by the Benson-Hebner Corporation. Both 
are specialists in plotter design and manufacture. The' recorder, 
~ :imi' 2280,. is a standard item of the IBM Corp~~~-tion while the 
scanner iS of sp~cial design by the Phill_ips Company. 
The more common peripheral equipment such as alphanumeric 
and program function keyboards, operator consolea; and light pens 
are summarized in tables IV through VII. 
' ', ' Three character generators were used.by the firms and were 
supplied by Burroughs, IBM, and'Information Displays, Incorporated. 
The CRT system's market ruis a much wider di~tribution than the IBM 
domim:tted computer market. Many of the complete line manufacturers 
such ~s Control Data Corporation~ Digital Equip~ent Corp~ration,' a'nd 
. . 
Stromberg-Carlson provide a system of c~rebensive peripheral de-
' ' 
'" -.·; 
~· ' ., < 
' • I 
- ' 
'• ~-
'. 
vices equal to that of IBM. The specialists deal in unique applications'. .. 
arid adaptations. The result is a wide range of quality equipment 
which must be selected according to the application. 
No •. of unite 
l 
4 
s 
3 
s 
8 
l 
4 
6 
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TABLE' III 
CATHODE.RAY TUBES 
Manufacturer 
' ... :· 
Burroughs (special purpose) 
Control Data Corporation 
Control Data Corporation 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
IBM 
IBM 
Information Display, Inc. 
Raytheon 
R.C.A. 
Total 
Series 
211 
270 
340 
2250 
2260 
10,000 
402-406 
T-6050-1 
' 1.:. ~ -
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' .~~. 
., . 
. 
. ' 
. " 
Mo, ·of units 
2 
l 
1 
l 
l 
6 
No. of units 
5 
2 
l 
8 
TABLE IV 
·ALPHAUUMERIC KEYBOARDS 
.,.,, 
Manufacturer 
Control Data Corporation 
Im~ 
Information Displays. Inc •. 
R.C.A. 
UNIVAC 
Total 
TABLE V 
PROGRAM FUNCTION KEYBOARDS 
Manufacturer 
Control Data Corporation 
IBM 
UNIVAC 
Total 
Percentage of total · 
32 
17 
17 
17 
17 
100% 
Percentage of total 
62 
25 
13 
100% 
, .. 
No. of units 
4 
1 
1 
6 
No. of units 
5 
l 
3 
l 
10 
TABLE VI 
OPERATOR CONSOLES 
Manufacturer 
Control Data Corporation 
B..C.A. 
UNIVAC 
Total 
TABLE VII 
LIGHT PENS 
Manufacturer 
Control Data Corporation 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
IBM 
Information Displays, Inc. 
Total 
Percentage of total 
66 
17 
17 
100% 
Percentage of total 
50 
10 
30 
10 
100% 
50 
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.£!!! Capabilities .!!!!! Applications 
The CRT system may,be used to display alphanumeric" data, such 
as numbers and letters, graphical· data, such as bars and charts, or 
,'. 
it may be used for the function-·of design. The design function is 
,_. -' 
differentiated from graphical representa.tion by the vast amount o.f 
' ,., 
' . 
complex programming necessary in the former.-'-; T~ble VIII shows the · 
: ' ' • _J 
present and future capabilities as ·indicated .. by 'the firms. 
' . . -/, 
. - . 
To more specifically define the -·cii.p8bilit:l.es of the CRT 
system. the firms were asked to indicate.their areas of application. 
The areas most widely indicated were those which lend themselves to -, 
the alphanumeric capability such as iriformation inquiry and manage-
ment. The areas of design, engi~eer:l.ng,- and ~cientific computation 
which originally led to the developnient of the CRT were also heavily 
,. ' 
indicated. Table IX presents the number of firms working, in each 
area. 
_£!! Advantages .!!!!! Disadvantages 
Of primary concern to future wide spread CRT system appli-
cations are the reasons for the incorporation of the CRT and the 
problems' imrolved during this incorporation. ~e surveyed firms 
were asked to rate suggested advantages and problems as to their 
importance-or severity. The addition of problems or advantages 
particular to the individual firms were also requested. Table X 
presents the rating of problems. 
Programming seems to be the major obstacle to the incor-
poration of the CRT system, One f.irm indicated that the major 
I 
\ 
' ,'· l ; I 
' ~' 
,. 
, . 
Cl£paJ>ility 
Alphanumeric 
Graphical 
Design 
TA,BLE VII.I 
CRT CAPABILITIES 
Present use 
'·,' 
1":.·~: 
" 
7 
7 
3 
TABLE IX 
AREAS OF APPLICATION 
52 
PlanDed future use 
3 
3 
3 
No. of firms Area of Application No. of firms Area of Application 
5 Information inquiry 1 Numerical control 
4 ManngG111ent 1 Machine analysis 
Design i ·"' 5 1 Traf.fic control (air) 
·. 
4 Engineering l. 'Education 
., 
6 Scientific· computations 1 Graphic proofing 
' 
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responsibility for software support should be assumed by the manu-
facturer of the CRT unit. Cost of the system and lack of personnel 
are.of little importance. Of the thirty responses in Table X, sixty-
six'percent were in the None and Some brackets while thirty-four 
percent were in the Many and Major brackets, This indicates that 
the.majority of firms feel that the problems encountered are not of 
a serious nature. 
A similar rating scale used to evaluate both the investi-
gator's suggested reasons for incorporation and the additions of 
particular firms is shown in Table XI, The only reason not rated 
with a high degree of importance was that of on-line control, Ease 
of operation, speed and graphic representation were rated as very 
important reasons for the incorporation of the CRT system, Accuracy, 
elimination of redundent effort and aid to creative ability pertaining 
to design were suggested by the firms, Of the thirty-two responses 
in Table XI, twenty-five per cent were in the limited importance and 
important brackets while seventy-five per cent were in the very 
important and essential brackets. This indicates that the suggested 
reasons are very necessary to computer communication. 
II, PERSONNEL NEEDS, THEIR TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to the formerly identified areas of application, 
it was felt that additional information as to the people working with 
the system, their approximate use and the projected need of these 
people should be acquired. Table XII shows the type of personnel 
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TABLE X 
PROBLEMS IN CRT USAGE 
Problem 
None 
Programming 0 
Acquiring of specialized personnel 3 
Retraining of present personnel 3 
Utili~ation in respect to cost 2 
Lack of software support 0 
Total 8 
~ A category designated as few was 
questionnaire. It was eliminated from the 
indicated by any firm. 
Rating* 
Some Many Major 
4 1 3 
3 0 1 
3 0 1 
2 2 1 
0 0 1 
12 3 7 
included in the original 
table since it was not 
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TABLE XI 
REASONS FOR THE INCORPORATION OF CRT 
Reason Rating* 
limited very 
importance important important essential 
Ease of operation 1 0 5 0 
Speed 0 1 5 2 
Graphic representation 1 0 5 2 
on-line control 2 1 1 2 
Accuracy 0 l 0 0 
No redundent effort 0 0 1 0 
Aid to creative ability 0 0 1 0 
Total 4 3 18 6 
* A category called .!:!!!!. Applicable with a rating of 0 was 
included in the original question. It was omitted from the table 
since it was not indicated by any manufacturer, 
working with the system and the approximate average weekly use of 
each person in the classification, 
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With the exception of the projected use of chemists (58 per 
cent), the programmers (13 per cent) form the largest group of users, 
They are followed by the engineers (10 per cent), specialists (5,8 
per cent) and service groups (5.8 per cent). The equally combined 
groups of numerical control and miscellaneous form 5.8 per cent while 
the remaining 1.6 per cent is absorbed by sales and management. 
The amount of time the CRT system is used seems to be related 
to the size of the groups. The largest groups also use the CRT 
system most on a per individual basis, The chemists, whose projected 
use is 21 per cent, are followed by the programmers (17 per cent), 
engineers (15 per cent), specialists (14 per cent), and service groups 
(11 per cent), The remaining 22 per cent of individual usage is shared 
by management, sales, numerical control, and a miscellaneous classifi-
cation, 
Though the present employment needs are somewhat limited due 
to the almost experimental nature of the CRT, future employment 
possibilities seem unlimited, The firms were asked to project their 
personnel needs for the next five and ten years. The needs will 
grow slowly for the next five years, except in programming, indicating 
the present developmental stage of the CRT system, The range of 
personnel needs increased from 500 to 3,700 per cent between the pro-
jected five and ten year periods. This projected need is due to both 
the growth of the suggested classifications and the necessity of CRT 
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TABLE XII 
POSITION AND USAGE OF CRT PERSONNEL 
Personnel classification No, of personnel 
Management 1 
Engineers 17 
Programmers 22 
Specialists 10 
Chemists 100 
Service 10 
Numerical Control 5 
Sales 2 
Miscellaneous 5 
Approximate weekly use 
per individual 
3,0 hrs. 
20.6 hrs. 
23,2 hrs. 
20,0 hrs, projected 
30,0 hrs. projected 
15.0 hrs. 
10,0 hrs. 
a.o hrs. 
10.0 hrs. 
training in these areas. Table XIII provides additional information 
concerning future personnel needs, 
Specialized Training 
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The need of specialized training is defined as the inplant 
instruction necessary before any use of the CRT system may be attempted, 
The amount of training deemed necessary by the firms for their various 
personnel concerned with the CRT system is shown in Table XIV, The 
casual use of management does not necessitate a great deal of prior 
training. By referring to Table XII, it can be noted that as use of 
the CRT system increases, there is an increase in the need of training. 
Educational Status and Responsibility 
It is difficult to access the specific major educational area 
of the people comprising the various classifications of CRT users. 
People having majored in an engineering discipline may currently be 
identified in a managerial position. Draftsmen may have bad little 
educational experience leading to their occupation. The amount of 
education or the degrees earned was, however, determined by the 
questionnaire. The results are presented in Table XV. Currently 
there is little need in CRT systems for the person without a sound 
educational background. A college degree is presently held by fifty-
two percent of the people working in CRT. The master's degree (20 
per cent) and doctorate (23 per cent) combine to form a large major-
ity of the highly educated people working with this media, No attempt 
was made to see if this trend will continue. 
TABLE XIII 
FUTURE PERSONNEL NEEDS 
Classification No. needed in 5 years No. needed in 10 years Percent of increase 
Management 10 100 1,000 
Engineering 30 1,010 3,700 
Drafting 50 1,000 2,000 
Sales 10 50 500 
Progranming 125 690 550 
The data in Table XIII is limited in that only 5 out of the 10 responding firms 
were able to project their needs. 
In 
\0 
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IABLE XIV 
PRIOR TRAINING NECESSARY OF CRT PERSONNEL 
Classification Necessity of prior training 
not 
necessary helpful needed important essential 
Management 0 2 4 1 0 
Engineering l 1 l 1 2 
Drafting 0 0 1 1 1 
Programming 2 0 0 0 3 
Specialists 0 0 0 l 0 
Chemists 0 0 0 0 1 
Numerical control 0 0 1 0 0 
Totals 3 3 7 4 7 
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TABLE XV 
LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
Educational level No. of persons Percent 
Less than 12th grade 6 3 
High School diploma 10 5 
Technical school graduate 3 1.5 
College Degree 106 50 
Master's Degree 40 19 
Doctorate 46 21.5 
Total 211 100% 
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TABLE XVI 
BASIC INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT 
Educational level Rating 
not limited very 
necessary importance important important essential 
Senior lligh School 0 l 5 0 0 
Vocational School (9-12) 1 5 0 0 0 
Technical School (2 yrs. 
post high school) l 3 3 0 0 
College, 2 years 0 0 3 3 l 
College, engineering 0 0 0 2 4 
College, non-engineering 0 0 3 2 l 
Graduate School 0 0 l 0 4 
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Though the use of the CRT is only beginning, the computer has 
been continually developed since World War II. Computer uses pre-
sently find over six hundred uses in all phases of business, industry 
and education. Despite this growth and importance, there is a lack of 
computer knowledge in the schools. The surveyed firms were asked, 
therefore, to rate the importance of computing experiences in the 
schools and the level.at which they should be introduced, 
Four broad experiences were suggested, Two of these experi-
ences reflected in Tables XVI and XVII are education oriented, The 
first is simply an orientation to computers while the second would 
provide a knowledge of computers as it is applied to a specific sub-
ject area such as mathematics or science. The third or fourth 
experiences, as suggested in Tables XVIII and XIX are computer oriented. 
These experiences would introduce and develop computer programming 
techniques and provide a knowledge of systems design and analysis. 
These Tables indicate that importance should be placed upon 
the introduction of basic computer knowledge in the schools and that 
this importance becomes more necessary as the educational level rises, 
This same pattern is true of the knowledge of computer developments 
as they apply to particular subject areas, Course work in cyber-
netics is of little importance to those persons seeking a limited 
education. It quickly rises in importance for those persons seeking 
a four year college education or more. Systems design and capability 
is again of little importance to persons receiving less than a college 
TABLE XVII 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTER DEVELOPMENTS AS TUEY 
APPLY TO A PARTICULAR SUBJECT AREA 
Educational Level Rating 
not limited very 
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necessary importance important important essential 
Senior High School 3 0 3 0 0 
Vocational School (9-12) 1 4 2 0 0 
Technical School (2 yrs. 
post high school) 0 2 3 l 0 
College, 2 years 0 2 2 2 1 
College, engineering 0 0 0 3 4 
College, non-engineering 0 1 2 2 0 
Graduate School 0 0 2 2 3 
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TABLE XVIII 
FORMAL COURSE WORK IN CYBERNETICS 
Educational Level Rating 
not limited very 
necessary importance important important essential 
Senior High School 3 1 2 0 0 
Vocational School (9-12) 3 1 2 0 0 
Technical School (2 yrs. 
post high school) 1 3 1 1 0 
College, 2 years 0 4 0 2 0 
College, engineering 0 1 1 3 2 
College, non-engineering 1 l 1 4 0 
Graduate School 0 0 l 2 2 
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TABLE XIX 
FORNAL COURSE WORK IN SYSTEMS DESIGN AND CAPABILITY 
Educational Level Rating 
not limited very 
necessary importance important important essential 
Senior High School 3 1 2 0 0 
Vocational School (9-12) 3 1 2 0 0 
Technical School (2 yrs. 
post high school) 1 3 1 1 0 
College, 2 years 1 2 2 1 0 
College, engineering 0 0 3 2 2 
College, non-engineering 3 3 1 0 0 
Graduate School 0 0 1 2 3 
• Responses to Tables XVI through XIX are incomplete • 
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degree or a non-engineering degree, Knowledge in this area is impor-
tant to the graduate or engineering student, 
In summary, the introduction to computers and a knowledge of 
them. as they apply to particular subjects is important at all e4u-
cational levels. In practice these areas should be presented as early 
in.Jormal education as possible, Formal course work in cybernetics 
and systems design and capability should be provided for those who 
will work in these areas. llormally these areas will be confined to 
' ·'· 
the e_ngineering and graduate student, 
III. DRAFTING KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 
There is presently little application of the CRT system as 
a design or drafting media, lhe capabilities of the system. do. 
however lend themselves to these areas, It was felt that some 
indication of future drafting requirements should be determined. 
Since only five firms responded to the drafting portion of the ques-
tionnaire, they can hardly be thought of as a comprehensive repre-
sentation of the industry. All five, however, did feel that computer 
aided design will significantly effect the future competencies of 
draftsmen and designers. The five firms were asked to rate suggested 
competencies as to their future importance. The results are dis-
played in Table XX. 
The mathematical background was rated as helpful by three 
firms and essential by two. It is to some degree a current require-
ment of draftsmen. The rating of programming and operational 
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TABLE XX 
FUTURE DRAFTING COMPETENCIES 
Competency Rating 
not 
necessary helpful needed important essential 
Strong mathematical background 0 3 0 0 2 
Programming background 0 3 0 2 0 
Operational knowledge of the 
computer and supporting 
peripheral devices l l 0 2 1 
Creative design abilities 0 0 2 l 2 
Knowledge of N/C machines 0 3 l 1 0 
Manufacturing methods 0 1 0 0 0 
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TABLE XXI 
CURREN! DRAFIING ImOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Knowledge or skill helpful needed important essential 
Use of instruments 0 1 3 1 
Dimensioning techniques 0 0 3 2 
Geometric constructions 0 0 3 0 
Multiview projections 0 0 2 0 
Section drawings 0 1 2 0 
Perspective drawings 1 0 2 0 
Machine drawings 0 0 2 0 
Sheet metal 0 0 2 1 
Principles of design 0 0 0 4 
Present reproduction methods 0 0 3 0 
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knowledge of the computer including peripheral devices indicates these 
competencies as future requirements. Except for unique applications, 
thes.e competencies are not currently required. Creative design 
abilities will become increasingly necessary as the draftsman is 
freed from routine tasks by the computer. 'rhe knowledge of numer-
ical control machines and their manufacturing methods will increase 
as they assume a larger part of industry. 
In order to evaluate the present knowledge and skills 
developed in the various drafting programs, the firms were asked to 
evaluate current practices. Their evaluation is displayed in Table 
XX!. This Table shows that all of the skill and knowledge presently 
developed in the drafting program is important. Areas of particular 
significance are dimensioning techniques and principles of design. 
In summary, many computing and CRT systems are available 
which must be selected on the basis of application and needs, The 
people working with these systems will require an extensive edu-
cational background and should be introduced to the computing field 
early in their formal education. Lastly, although current drafting 
room practices are important, we should look to the inclusion of 
materials which will provide for future drafting competencies. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CURRENT UTILIZATION OF Tim CATHODE 
RAY TUBE SYSTEM IN SELECTED EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS 
A questionnaire was sent to seventy-two institutions whose selec-
tion was described under the heading of Acquisition of Data from· 
Selected Educational Institutions in Chapter Two. The questionnaire 
inquired as to CRT uses and developments in computer assisted instruc-
" ·tion, The first mailing brought twenty-two reeponses or a 31 per hent 
reply while the second mailing brought fourteen additional responses 
bringing the total reply to thirty-six or 50 per cent. 
Of the surveyed institutions, thirteen (36 per cent) are presently 
w9rking in computer assisted instruction, four (ll per cent) are pres-
ently using .the CRT system, four (11 per cent) plan on future uae of 
the CRT system while sixteen (46 per cent) do not plan to use the CRT 
system or computerized instruction, The responding, institutions, un-
fortunately had little experience in the formerly described· areas 
t~ich resulted in a spasmodic completion of the questionnaire. 
The data acquired refers mostly to the type.of equipment used 
and the relative size of the computer assisted programs, While the 
results of the questionnaires indicate a lack of well developed com-
puter assisted inst.ruction and wide spread CRT usage, they do not 
present the depth reached by certain institutions in these media. An 
attempt will be made later in this chapter to present these· developed 
programs, from reports acquired through initial inquiry so that a true 
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representation of current utilization will be·realized, 
I, COMPUTERS, CRT SYSTEMS AND 
PERIPHERAL EQUinmNT 
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The computers used iu educational institutions show an almost 
complete reliance on the IllM Corporation, The majority of IBM.computers, 
however, are not specifically designed for the quick reacting and time-
sharing capabilities necessary for the operation of the CRT system. 
Thirteen ot'68 per cent of the computers used were manufactured by the 
IIJM Corporation, 'Only five or'26 per cent are of a recent vintage com-
patable with the.corporation's graphic data processing'units; The 
General Electric aud Systems Donner Corporations each manufactured two 
computers'while the Radio Corporation of America and the.Control Data 
Corporation each supplied one computer. A complete listing of the com-
puters used' appears in Table XXII, 
Except for the Calcomp plotter sud Beckman recorder, the• equip-
ment used was provided by complete line computer manufacturers, The 
IBM Corporation provided five alphanumeric keyboards in thei'r 1050 
series and three 2260 cathode ray tubes while the General Electric 
Corporation provided forty alphanumeric keyboards, A listing of the 
Philco equipment follows: 
1 Light pen 
5 Alpbanlimeric keyboards 
3 Operator consoles 
3 Program function keyboards 
i . . •. 
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3 Cathode ray tubes 
The previously discussed equipment was reported ee owned ~Y six 
(40 per cent) institutions, rented by three (20 per cent), leased by 
three (20 per cent), and time shared by three (20 per cent), 
£!!±. Capabilities .!!!!9. Applications 
The Carnegie Institute ~f Technology was the.only institution 
respond,ing as to the areas of application of the CRT system and the 
classification of the staff members concerned with.its use. Scientific 
. ' ' ' - . . 
, ' ' . . ' 
computation, text editing, the management game, the library and.design 
' ' . I J - ; • ' ' •' • 
as .applie.d to basic ~~.chitecture wer~ d~ignated as, areas of application, 
A classifica~ion of staff uses follows: 
number of hours used 
staff weekly 
Administrators 2 2 
ProgrSJ1D11ers 3 130 
Supportive personnel 3 180 
Text editing 3 40 
Management game 3 10 
Prior specialized training before any CRT system use could be 
attempted was indicated as being helpful for text editing and management 
personnel while being considered as important for administrators. The 
main problem in the utilization of the CRT system was considered to be 
. . . ' 
programming. Also rated by the institute were the following reasons 
. ,} -
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TABLE XXII 
COMPUTERS ·USED IN EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS 
" 
Units Manufacturer Series Model No. 
1 Control Data G-21 
l' General Electric 235 
1 General Electric 600 625 
, .• -,.,,,.,.--~.::;:-£. 
1 I,B,M, 360 65 
1 :t,B,M. 360 50 
2 I,B,M, 360 40 
1 I~B.M, 1100 
',I ' . 
4 I,B,M, 1401 ~· 
3 I,B,M, 1620 
1 I,B,M, 7074 
1 R,C,A, 301 
·.· 
1 Systems Donner 40 
1 Systems Donner 910 
19 Total 
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for the incorporation of the CRT system. 
Ease of access to infotmation essential 
Speed 
Graphic displays 
very important 
essential 
Computer assisted education 
Increased effectiveness of computing system 
Experimentation by engineers 
limited impor-
tance 
important 
important 
II. LIMITATIONS OF COMPUl'ER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 
The final section of the questionnaire sought to evaluate the 
limits and advantages of computer assisted instruction. Infotmation 
was requested concerning the size of institutions, subjects currently 
being taught, and opinions pertinent to future development. Though 
''only ,four"i11-stitutions rendered -their opinions as to the limitations 
-~ ..... . 
of computer assisted instruction, all presented different points of 
. , . 
view. One institution reported that the'· computer could only be used 
for drill or tutorial work while a second suggested the computer will 
... 
become a dynamic teaching medium. A middle of the road approach 
suggested that aubject matter could be taught through pre-programmed 
__ ., ... 
course work formulated by a prediction qf. pupil error. One institution 
simply stated that a lack of research in this-area prevented any 
statement. 
Current subjects being taught are indicative of the institutions 
they represent. The response to this section of the questionnaire 
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was typical of the engineering institutions which completed it. The 
emphasis is placed upon mathematics, physics and computer languages. 
One medical inatitution also contributed to the following subject 
areas: 
Research and Development 
Clinical patient management simulation 
Basic science problem simulations 
Computer Programming 
Fortran 
Numerical control 
Physics 
Physical Science 
Statistics 
College Algebra 
German 
APT language 
The cost of computerized education seemingly hes no bearing 
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on the size of inatitutions concerned with its development. Stµdent 
enrollment of institutions using computer assisted instruction ranged 
from 725 to 27,500. Programs fluctuated from those experimental in 
nature to one serving 2,500 students. A complete listing of total 
student enrollment and faculty as compared to computer assisted student 
enrollment and faculty is shown in Table XXIII, 
Again due to insufficient experience, only two institutions com-
pleted the section of the questionnaire dealing with the advantages 
of computer assisted instruction and its comparison with conventional 
teaching methods, The computer assisted program was rated as being 
equal and far superior to conventional methods in the comprehension 
of materials; equal and superior in the retention of materials; equal 
" 
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in the transfer of material learned; far superior in the acceptance 
of, method; and inferior in the thoroughness of material covered. 
· In the rating of advantages of computer assisted instruction. 
the institutions recognized the regulation of pupil error as being 
impartant; individualized learning ae being ·important to very impor-
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tent; immediate evaluation and logical progression as being of limited 
importance. and direct participation as being very important. 
· Additional comments to the questionnaire recognized the CRT 
system as having great potential in the industrial applications of 
numerical control and computerized design. The comments also indicated 
that real time use and time sbaring will render the CRT unsurpaseable 
in areas of graphic presentation. · Tremendous possibilities were also 
available in dealing with lower elementary students having reduced 
reading abilities. In view of the general lack of data, it is diffi-
cult to draw conclusions from the surveyed sample. 
III, CURRENT DEVELOPMENT IN CRT AND 
COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 
This section of the chapter will attempt to indicate the depth 
of some of the more well developed computer assisted instruction pro-
grams. The institutions represented were originally contacted to 
provide an insight to computer assisted instruction and cathode ray 
tube use. Though these schools represent many different area9· in which 
the computer is used for instruction and related educational .needs, 
·they should not be considered ea indicative of all work in this field. 
. ' 
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TABLE XXIII ':' 
SIZE OF INSTITUTION· A?ID CAI PROGRAM 
Percentage 
No, of No. of of total 
llo. of 1-!o. of Students Faculty Stu4ent body 
Students Faculty in CAI* in CAI* in CAI* 
1200 300 30 5 25 
4000 500 3 1 .·075 
20,000 500 200 5 ·l. 
27,500 i,ooo experimental , 10-R + D 
1,200 125 860 25 67 . 
33,000 2,800 1,000 so 3 
2,000 93 60 2 3 
3,000 400 1,000 20 33 
3,600 180 1 2 
4,ooo 146 3 
15,000 1,800 2,500 75 17 
3,236 240 100 3 3 
5,000 150 100 4 2 
725 72 3 2 .4·· 
*CAI, Computer Assisted Instruction l'1"0gram 
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The Florida State University 
The Florida State University Computer Assisted Instruction 
Center, directed by Dr. Duncan N. Hansen, is currently developing 
programs in both research and instruction. Research projects described 
by their Quarterly Progress Report ending June 30, 1966 included studies 
to determine the feasibility of using computer assisted instruction in 
concept formation, to determine the effect of post and advance organizors 
on discovery and non-discovery learning, and to investigate student 
machine interaction. Two future proposals include the development of 
Junior High School Science Curriculum materials and a program to be used 
with adult illiterates, 1 
Instructional research projects as described by their Quarterly 
Report ending September 30, 1966 included college physics, computer 
assisted college physics testing, applied statistics, and computer 
languages. 2 
The projects at the University are conducted by both faculty 
and staff, including graduate assistants. Several of the projects 
have received Federal support and several have been used as topics 
for doctoral dissertations', 
lw. H. Stoker and D. L. Hartford, "Quarterly Progress Report of 
the Computer Assisted Instruction Center, Institute of Human Learning," 
(Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State University, June 30, 1966), P• 1. 
(Mimeographed) 
2nr. Duncan N, Hansen, "Quarterly Progress Report of the Computer 
Assisted Instruction Center, Institute of Human Learning," (Tallahassee, 
Florida: Florida State University, September 30, 1966), .!.!;, passim. 
'· 
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' ' 
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The University of Texas 
The University of Texas is striving to develop all areas in 
the application of computers to university problems. The computer 
assisted education laboratory, however, organized under Dean Wayne 
H, Holtzman, is a separate function of the University, The instruc-
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tional program is divided into three areas, that of student assistance, 
that of instructor assistance and that of assistance to the researcher. 
Student assistance is subdivided into drill,and practice, tutorial, 
simulation or gaming and real time computer communication. Teac:her 
assistance will keep the instructor inf oruied as to the current progress 
of his students and enable testing to become more of a learning ex-
perience. Assistance to the researcher is designed to help in the 
presentation and documentation of student responses in the concerned 
projects, Initial developments included, the programning necessary 
} . ' 
for computer assisted instruction, methods of presentation, and the 
3 
subject fields of chemistry, German, statistics and music. An intense 
interest in chemistry has led the University to concentrate on this 
area' in which it is serving as a National Center, The overall program 
is well diversified and the progress thus far realized is encouraging 
to the field of computer assisted instruction, 
311i?rogress Report, March-June 1966" (Houston: The University 
of Texas, .1966} ,!!,t gass:lm. 
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.Thg University of !fichigan 
The University of Michigan is the only institution identified 
that is currently offering course work in computer graphics. These 
courses are offered by Professor B. Herzog, as a regular part of the 
,, . 
University's SUllllller Engineering Conference of 1967, Topics iiicluded 
in the basic course as indfoateil by correspondence with the University· 
are: 
\ 
Introduction to Computer Aided Design 
Descr~ption of the use ofz 
Sketch pad on the T X 2 Computer 
DAC•I at General Motors Research 
On-line progrmmning systems 
Introduction to programming 
Basic 
Fortran 
The analysis of drawings 
Drafting languages 
Detailed description of graphic input/output systems 
Introduction to List Structures 
The need for data structures 
Surfaces in computer aided design 
Animated Movies 
An additional course provides experiences in hardware and software systems 
including topics such as numerical control machining, the use of lines 
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in computer'graphics and movies by computer. Five courses comprise 
the total offering in graphics. There are of course many. other 
related computer courses concerned with engineering needs. In 
addition to the course offerings, the University is working toward 
the reduction of hardware costs and a greater softv1are capability. 
Stanford University 
Program development at Stanford University is aimed at the 
teachi~g of reading and ma.thematics in the elementary school, Initial 
development began in 1963 an~ was funded by the Carnegie Institu'te 
of New York. the program links.the Stanford University with th~ 
Brentwood Elementary School which houses a laboratory capable of 
presenting programmed:instruction'to·s:fxteen studen~ at one time, 
'. 1' 
The laboratory 'hardware conais1ts of 'tt;io computers, an IBM chip sy111tein, 
Philco ·scopes, and a Westinghouse Audi~ ·~~tem, 4 The expense of the 
., 
project presently totals one million dollars which is equally divided 
between curriculum development and hardware costs which include the 
price of the building. Objectives of the program are a greater utili-
zation 'of teacher time and allowance for individual students to proceed 
at their own rate. The project uses various data transmission lines 
to extend its experimentation to various schools including the 
University Breckinridge School at Morehead State University, 
4Patrick Suppes • "Tomorrow's Education?", Education ~!h 
January-February 1966 1 P• 25 ,2!:. passim• 
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Use of the program has been very s~ccessful to date, but it is difficult 
to estimate the length of time, necessary before the system can·be 
. . . . 
applied to a number of schools. 
~ Pennsylvania State UniversisY 
The Pennsylvania State University is applying computer ass~sted 
instruction to technical education, Early in this study the investi-
gator interviewed Dr. David A, Gilman, research coordinator for the 
program, to gain an insight into the problems of computerized education 
:and-its relation with the cathode ray tube, Various topics pertinent 
.to hardware and software development were discussed. 
The computer assisted instruction laboratory is presently using 
an IBM 1410 computer on a time-sharing basis within the University. 
This results in some difficulty in acquiring computer time when 
necessary and an elimination of use in the case of general computer 
failure on the campus, Future plans call for an IBM 1130 and eight 
cathode ray tubes complemented with alphanumeric keyboards and light 
_pens to be used for laboratory purposes only. 
The University is presently using computer assistance in the 
subject ·areas of Modern and Technical Mathematics, Engineering SCiencee, 
and Technical Communication. The main difficuity in preparing materials 
for computer presentation is the vast amount of necessary programming. 
This .tedious, time consuming process can only be beneficial if the 
completely written and debugged program can be applied to a great many 
students, 
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Dr. Gilman feels that at the present stage of development the 
computer assisted education program is equal to conventiona.l· methods 
in the .comprehension and retention of materials, and the accep~nce 
~ . ' . . ' ' 
of method. He feels that the advantages of th;Ls medi~ lie in its 
' ' ' 
ability to present individualized instruction and develop direct . 
participation on the part of the student.. A logical rate of progres-
sion and immediate evaluation aid the continuity of material thus 
. - . : . . ' 
presented. Though the CRT is not presently used at the University 
. . -, . ' 
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its future 1mplementati!Jn will allow a more efficient aµd greater 
inclusion of.visual projections. The opinions of Dr. Gilman may be 
verified by the student completed questionnaires requested of all those 
' ' ' 
_concerned with the computer assisted education program. 
' ' 
Summary · · : 
Although the sampling procedure did not identify well estab-
lished computer assisted education programs and a wide use of the CRT 
system, it did show that a majority (58 per cent) of the responding 
surveyed iilstitutions are' working to implement further usage of these 
educational aids. · Some of the more well developed current programs 
are offered.as eKamples'of the future possibilities of both the CRT 
and computer assisted instruction', Though it is difficult to predict 
the outcome of any new innovation, the investigator believes that the 
computer and its related devices will become an integral part of the 
educational system. 
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CHAPTER VI 
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
THE TE..'1.CllING OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
The basis of this study was to determine any possible effects 
of graphic data processing upon the content, methodology and curriculum 
of industrial arts, Though the study has not identified a great. 
number of applications in education or industry, the capabilities of 
the system are self evident, The present developments are indication$ 
of future possibilities in which trends are already discernible, The 
present state-of-the-art of the CRT system can be compared to the 
once ignored educational value of movies and television, As with 
these media, the computerized CRT system will not be considered a 
sound educational tool until proven and will not be proven unt'il its 
acceptance is voiced by a great many leading educati9nal institutions 
and industrial fi:i:ms, ·It is from the current diversified applications 
and· unlimited future uses that the implications for industrial arts 
will be drawn. 
I, IMPLICATIONS AS TO CONTENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
The industrial arts subjects are completely committed to 
the representation of industrial tools, materials and processes, This 
commitment does not only lie in past and current representation but 
more so to future innovations that the youth of today will be con-
cerued with upon completion of their formal education, The cathode ray 
tube system is one of the many innovations which will be instrumental 
in the shaping of industry and education and should be represented 
·' 
·' 
. . 
'• .. 
' 
. . 
.. 
'· 
, " ' 
in our institutions in content and as a guidance function through 
.. 
industrial awts. The area most significantly affected by the CRT 
system will be that of technical drawing, 
' l ; ' . 
Technical drawing closely allied to the field of engineering 
. - " '. •. : ' . ' '. . ' ' 
for which the CRT system was originated will soon be engulfed by the 
';.' , ' i ' · ' ~ ' l I : ' 
outgr0wths of graphic_ data processing, The competencies and work 
routines of the draftsman will be altered to fully utilize the advan-
. ' 
tages of the computer, Repetitious redrawing of engineering. ~deas 
' . . \ 
and manual retrieval of past drawings will be eliminated as the CRT 
system extends beyond experimentation, 
Through the use of recorders. scanners. alphanumeric and 
program. function keyboards, the draftsman will be freed for creative 
design of .a pro_fessional nature, Microfilm libraries will allow 
for the instant retrieval of an unlimited number of drawings pre-
viously s.tored as hard copy• This retrieval will result in a CRT 
disp1ay to be altered and realtered at the will of engineer or 
draftsman. Sections will be easily deleted or transposed without 
any use of current drafting equipment. When the new design is agreed 
" .. 
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upon by engineering. management, production and other concerned staff• 
it will be referred to the computer for the initiation of a punched 
paper tape to be w;ed in a numerically controled production machine, 
If necessary. a hard copy may be produced at any time during the 
design process, even through the use of currently available microfilm 
equipment. Initial drawings will be produced by the draftsman in ·an 
of~-line setting through the use of transparent grids and overlay~. 
'-, ,.. 
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If technical drawing is to represent these industrial methods, 
then it should through lecture, films, and field trips, if not by 
actual manipulation, impress upon the student the capabilities of 
computerized drawing. With the institution of new course materials 
should come the deletion of unnecessary current practices. The present 
emphasis on lettering is even currently unnecessary when ones considers 
the legibility and neatness of typed notes and specifications. This 
emphasis will be rendered obsolete by future use of the alphanumeric 
keyboard in drawing description, The teaching of present reproduction 
methods will be eliminated by recorders, scanners, and transparent 
grids. While it is true that present microfilm methods require line 
texture suitable for miniaturization, this need will be eliminated 
when the computer reads a transparent grid and stores or reproduces 
the necessary drawing as digitized information. Drafting programs 
should concentrate more upon the theories and concepts necessary for 
multiview and perspective presentation instead of the quantity and 
quality of hard copy drawings. Notes, specifications, tolerances 
and possible methods of production will be necessary accompaniment 
for any drawing, present or future. Mathematics, programming, general 
knowledge of computers and numerically controlled machines will 
support the creative design abilities of the future draftsman. Letter-
ing, neatness, and line texture will only be the laborious routine of 
the student in the now typical drafting program. 
Metal processing will also be affected by the CRT system and com-
puterized drawing. The greatest implication here lies in transformation 
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of a CRT design to a finished product via the computer, punched paper 
tape, and numerical control machining, The emphasis once again should 
shift to the "why and how" of metal removal instead of the cu'rrent em-
phasis of project construction, In the use of a lathe, milling machine 
or other metal removing device, there is no doubt that the student is 
familiarized with its principles of operation. But, is this the most 
efficient utilization of student time or is it the result of a lax 
instructor who is not cognizant of current and developing methods of 
metal removal and machine operation? The student should certainly 
be taught the history in the development of such machines but there 
is no need to subject him to their operation to develop an awareness 
of out-dated equipment. The field of metal working, of course, has 
other pertinent developments such as electrical discharge and electro-
chemical machining which are particular to its own processes nulifying 
present machining techniques. As a conslllller of blueprints, even the 
sheet metal worker will become a user of computer generated drawings. 
Small drawings may be duplicated from microfilm and large drawings 
can be generated through computer driven plotters, both of which can 
be used for sheet metal patterns, Once again the emphasis should be 
placed on feeds, speeds, and feasible production techniques so that 
a thorough understanding of the various concerned process will be 
formed instead of a working knowledge of one machine constituting only 
one form of metal removal, 
The graphic arts industry presently relies upon the computer 
for the setting of type and control of paper making. Though the CRT 
is not presently used, it is conceivable that as an on-line device 
the CRT system could present data concerning the composition and 
thickness of paper in graphic form so that it could be easily and 
quickly understood. Through the alphanumeric and program function 
keyboards, necessary changes in the manufacturing processes could be 
made seconds after the output data ie displayed. 
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In the computer typesetting procedure, the operator composes 
the desired text on a typewriter which punches a paper tape. This 
tape is then fed into a computer for line justification which includes 
hyphenation when necessary. The computer then generates another tape 
which is fed into a standard linotype machine for composition. The 
one drawback of the system is that the proofing takes place after the 
type is cast. With the CRT system, an operator could use the alpha-
numeric keyboard for composition and the CRT to visually check his 
work before tapes are made and the lines are cast. Line justification 
systems are also used for typewritten letters and offset paper mats, 
Though these are projected uses of the CRT system, the computer is 
currently being used in these areas and the graphic arts student 
should be cognizant of these developments. 
The incorporation of the CRT system in electricity-electronics 
can be thought of as proceeding in two directions, One is the use of 
the CRT system to design various electrical circuits and the other is 
the reverse use of knowledge acquired in electricity-electronics to 
design computer and CRT circuits. The CRT system can be used to vary 
the capacities of various components necessary in electrical circuits bji 
..... ,· 
- '':'.' 
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aliowing· the. computer to perform the necessary calculations and'•then 
' displaying the.results in che form of a graph; .Both. the input, and out-
put ,of, various components such as capacitors, and resiiltor~ ciu(!J,e 
displayed in a system presently used by the IBM Corporation; pomplex , 
1 
' l ' • ~ l J -printed circuits can be drawn and component values tested without the 
diagram even leaVing. the face of the CRT. : .. , . , 
" . 
. . ' ' 
. ' ' 
·There. is n~ doUbt that the compute~ 'ii~d1 113 preshli11y. ;fupoi-: 
tant but, as it grOWS ~~e· SQ; the i.nduStrial ar'i:s' pr~g~~ ShOul~ I : 
" ' 
include more of the electrical knowledge necessary for .computer.circuit 
' '"-, 
' " " design and operation. The entire storage system of· the computer, for 
instance, consists of•magnetized bits which are electrically charged 
to a positive or negative polarity leading to the use of the binary 
system. This simple illustration of computer knowledge can proceed 
· to the complex circuitry necessary for the operation of the CRT· 
system. lly combining the knowledge of· electricity and the ability 
of the CRT system to desi&n circuits, the system can in fact, be used 
to design future CRT systems or other computer components. 
One of the more recent proposals in industrial arts places 
emphasis upon manufacturing processes and is not subdivided according 
to materials as is the present curriculum. Such a representation of 
industry. as developed at Indiana State University, will include all 
levels of personnel concerned with mass production. As indicated by· 
suggested CRT applications and those identified by the questioiµiaire, 
(Table IX) varied uses of the system· can be discussed when man~ement, 
' 
_,·,":' 
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sales, research and development, and other personnel groups are brought 
into the industrial arts picture. The CRT and the computer can also 
be thought of as controlling devices of automation. Applications of 
the CRT system are unlimited in this area and will no doubt be included 
in the future industrial arts curriculum. 
In summary, the greatest CRT implication for the teaching of 
industrial arts lies in technical drawing for it is the subject most 
concerned with graphic representation. Other subject fields such 
as electricity-electronics, graphic arts and metal working will 
interpret segments of CRT uses or systems design. As new applications 
of the CRT ~ystem are developed they will no doubt cause a greater 
concern in the industrial arts curriculum and as new concepts in 
the teaching of industrial arts are developed they msy have a greater 
need for the representation of computerized drawing. 
II. IMPLICATIONS AS TO THE METHODOLOGY OF 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHING 
Computer uses stretch from income tax collection to medical 
technology effecting almost every phase of our lives. One cannot 
but stop and wonder as to how this device will assist education. 
In the teaching of industrial arts the computer can be used as both 
an educational and industrial tool. The industrial applications 
applicable to industrial arts content were discussed in section one 
of this chapter and as costs of the computer and CRT system are 
offered a "hands-on" learning experience will become possible. 
. '· 
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Applfcations and advantages of computer assist(!d instruction ~ere: 
presented in Chapter V and include such subjects as technical mathe-
matics and communications skills presently taught at The Pennsylvania 
State University which will have direct bearing on the teaching ti:f 
industrial arts, 
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In technical drawing for instance, the computerized CRT. srstem 
can be used in computer-assisted instruction, for actual design prob-
, . 
lams existing in the construction of new buildings• or to famil:l,arize 
the student with equipment used by industry, These same uses can be 
applied to graphic arts. metal working and electricity-electronics. 
·The most widely used application will lie in computerized education 
where all industrial arts subject areas can utilize the tutorial, 
problem solving, and programmed instruction techniques to full advantage. 
An example can be drawn from the teaching of dimensioning. 
The instructor could work out preprogrammed instructions and related 
visual displays to originally present new material to the class,· 
This material could then be stored for future presentation or for 
review by the student whenever necessary exemplifying the tutorial 
function of computerized instruction. Various diagrams, which are 
not dimensioned could then be presented to the student for his co~ 
pletion thus utilizing problem solving techniques, The advantages 
of computer use in such a situation are regulated pupil error, 
immediate evaluation, and direct participation, 
Another related area is the student use of library facilities. 
The CRT system could be used to record and recall any current literature 
·, ... :' .. 
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c-on~.~niently stored on microfilm or microfiche. Cost of such literature 
• ' ," ; ' • ' ' • ' j : I , t '. 
1 
, : ' , l I • ~ L • , , , 
would be greatly reduced as would be the access time necessary for its 
use by the student. The same equipment c~uld also be us,ed' 'to order. 
. ' ' . . \ .... : 
reco,r.~, and pay for any textbook or other library materials. 'N.9. doubt 
_,. ,. 3 ~·': '• ' \ t •o • ; ' ' '· ' • I ' \ ' ' l ' '! -• I ~he-reader can suggest' many applications in both computer:..assisi:ed 
instruction and related educational areas • 
. , 
-· ' 
.•,; '' '' 
•\, III 
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. ' 
IMPLICATIONS FOR :nm CURRICULUM OF, INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
. ' ' . ' ' , .. ' 
As ino're and 'more of the ind.ustr:i.ai' and busin'ess world becomes 
: • ! I , ", 
concerned with computer utilization, industrial arts will be for~ed 
to PX:Orlde formal cours'e work in cybemetics and system~ analysi~. · We 
. '' ' ' ' 
cannot adequately discuss the methods by which the CRT generates a 
-design and the way a numerically controlled machine shapes a complex 
part without a knowledge of the software and· hardware 'involved, When 
industrial arts truly represents industrial processes, a thorough 
understanding of the computer will become a reality, 
. ' ' 
·nasia courses in Fortran and Cobol should be provided· in the 
industrial arts curriculum so that an introduction to computing 1an-
guages necessary for CRT data manipuiation, numerical control machin-
ing or other pertinent processes, There is not, of course, any ~eaeon 
to exclude management or sales applications, Of equal importance to 
cybemetics is systems design and analysis, The industrial arts 
student should know the function of each peripheral device. He should 
understand the relationship between these devices', the capabilities of 
94 
each, and w/;ly they are. included in the compµting system •.. Thoug~. :systems 
design .an<\ analysis. can comprise a complete college curriculum .·in itself, 
a~ mtr~d.uct.ion. ne,c\"ssary to a basic underst31lding of. peripheral devices 
is not J>eyo_nd the ~apsbility. of the student. 
IV. SUMMARY 
The findings and :Implications of this study reveal that graphical 
.data proceaaing will significantly influence the field of industrial arts 
in content, methodology and curriculum, These findings and implications 
are based upon: 
1, The capabilit~ea of the computerized cathode ray tube 
system as identified by the 1nBnufacturers of the.system 
and current users in industrial firms and educational 
institutions, 
2. The applications· of the computerized cathode ray tube 
system as identified by the manufacturers of the system 
and current iisers in industrial fittlls and educational 
institutions, 
3, The personnel needs. arid their suggested educational . 
background as reported by·the industrial firms using. 
tbe CID: system, · 
Since the sample of'thi~'study 'has been somewhat limited due 
to the·recentness of the CRT system and its applications in both 
industry and education, widespread generalizations as to the length of 
time necessary for common industrial and edueational utilization-.of 
' . 
this medium are not possible. This common utilization will.howevei 
be hastened through the time-sharing procedures, data communicatiOn 
lines, software development and lower costs due to volume production, 
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llPPilliDIX A 
l~ . t11!1Crican Bosch I.ma Corp. 
Arma Division · 
Gllrdon City• Hew York 
2 • Mr~ l:ni:>l JI,. Robe11t:11an* 
!h.inkev-Ramo COPp~ 
IJ45 ra.tri'i~ld Avenua 
Stam'ord • Cennecticut 
:a. ~· Kenneth H~ Stacey* 
Ap~licatione Engineer 
<:ontrol Data CorpOMtlon 
.2401 Ho1;'1?h f~z.ovie11 Avonus 
Saint PQul. Ninnoaota 
4. HJ:>• llobort r.. FronkQ 
District Manilgor 
Digital Equi{llllOnt Corporation 
13653 fuleomich. Pm•k Drivo· 
l'\nn t.rbov• Michigan 
s. ~Ii·• G, u. Iler"' 
i;!,P.~ 6-l21l 
General EleO'tric COQPllllY 
S;.Tacwe • Uou Yori: 
&. ~iz.. R.lobsrd Speers~ 
Softv~ Support 
151 Ueodh&lll Stroot: 
Newt®• MaSlil~ . 
7. :nm Products Dcirelopoont Lab.ll 
Date Systol.illl Division 
Poun,hkeepaio, Now York 
18.i. ·}I;-. Carl Nacbcvcrl'i 
· · Inforl'.laticn Displays, Inc. 
102 E. Snndfo~ Boulova2'd 
Mount Vomon. nest York 
e. r1r .. J. Soho 
Mciiagor. Display Hwketingi'I 
I.T.T. Federal Laboratories 
3700. truit P0ntiuc 'street 
Fort llayne~ lnd,lnna 
9. Mr. George r. Georgef• 
Product Manager 
~aboratory for Electronics 
i075 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 
10. Marquardt Corp. 
Pomona Division 
270.9 North Garey Avenue 
Pomona, California 
ll. Mr. G. J. Pastor'• 
Manager, Engineering Design 
Philco-Pord Corp. . 
1002 Gemini Avenue 
Houston, Texas 
12. Mr. K. D;. Gowin, Marketing* 
~urf ace Radar & Navigation 
Raytheon Co. , Equipment Division 
Wayland, Massachusetts 
13. Mr. Thomas V. Curan* 
Marketing Manager 
Radio Corporation of America 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Van Nuys·, ·California 
111. Mr •. William H. Pothen, Jr. f: 
Data Systems Division 
Sanders Associates, Inc. 
95 Canal Street 
Nashua, New Hampshire 
15. Sargent Industries 
Ge~eral Offices 
2533 East 56th Street 
H1mting Park, Calif. 
16. Scientific Data Systems, Inc. 
15112 Fifteenth street 
Santa Monica, Calif •. 
17. Mr. H. w. Holmerud•~ 
l1anager of Marketing Education 
Stromberg-Carlson Corp. 
P •. o •. Box 211119 
San Diego, Calif. 
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lB.. Mr• M, E~ Forgey>' 
Information Systems 
Tasker Instruments Corp. 
7383 Orion Avenue · 
Van Nuys 1 Caiif. 
* Asterisk indicat.es companies .which responded •. 
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APPENDIX B 
l; Bunker.-Ramo 
Capability I Alphanumeric 
General Description: The CRT system is designed for business 
applications which have a need for information storage and 
retrieval.- Bunder-Ramo equipment may be interfaced with most 
computing systems and data communication lin,es;. Design features 
al.J,ow for a storage system which may be easily expanded;. · Addi-
tional display. units may be added to the system at any time• 
Available Equipmenti CRT displa,y units; inteJ;'face equipment; 
alphanumeric keyboard; function keys and central units. 
Softwa..""e: Not specified. 
2. .Control Data Corporation 
Capability:. Alphanumeric. graphic, and design. 
General: Description: A complete line of computers. CRT systems 
~d related peripheral equipment is availabl~. systems are 
•designed for alphanumeric, general purpose, and design applications. 
Hard. copy printers, film processors, and microfilm readers are 
·included as an integral part of the CRT system.- With the .use of 
storage. and buffering equipment• the CRT can effectively be used 
as an off-line device. This is the only manufacturer that offers 
a,;~it specj;fically developed fol' design. 
Av~ilable Equipment: Computel's; CRT display units; alphanumeric 
and pl'ogram fun0tion keybel'irds; track balls, switch indicators; 
microfilm readers and printers; and hard copy pl'inters, 
'• ' ' 
SoftwariH Determined by installation. 
3. Digital. Equipment Corporation 
Capability: Alphanumeric 0 graphic and design. 
General Description: Digital provides a comprehensive line of 
l~ge and small computers to complement various CRT units, The 
CRT 'systems .. are designed to be used as computer driven displays 
or buffered satellite units. A unique feature is the "moving 
w:µidow: ·which has the ability to select a small area· from a 
large drawing0 
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Available Equipment: Computers; CRT displays; light pen; 
alphanumeric and program function keyboards; various types 
of symbol and .character· generators• 
Software: ·Full . sof'!;Ware support including Fortran· and 
Cobo;L~.. Pre~prOS??al)lllled subroutipes aid the searching and 
use of storage. · · 
. . . 
~. General'Etectric·Corporation 
- ' 
CaP.®ility: AlPhanumeric 
' -
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General Description; Both computers and CRT syst~ are 
proviqed~ · The CRT ·systems are also adaptable to computers 
p:r?duced by ~thel', manufiicturers:~, Since qiily_ the .alphanumeric 
capability is available, applications ·'are limited to business 
andJmohiroring op~rat'i~l;l such as the s':1pervision of blending, 
r,ef1ning 0 ,and steel, makmg. Comprehens1ve soft.ware support· 
is ·provided.. · · 
Software: ~Process Assembler languages, Fortran compilers, 
Tabul<!l?· se~u0!'1ce. ~ontrol, ,mat~emat+cal rou'!:ine'ils debugging 
aids, and 'hardware 'diagnostic programs. 
' . . 
' ' s. Honeywell Corporation 
, ' . . ·. 
C~p~ility :_···Alphanumeric 
Gene,ral ·~scription: .Honeywell provides both .coroputers and 
C\tT's~ste~s. used; in busines!l ~.d inf!>ma1:ion, storage· and 
ret11ieval "applications. The firm is also. presently working 
in computer assiSted instructi0n and library applications. 
' ' ' .. 
Availal;ile; Equipm,ent: CompUt\ll!'!l; CJ,IT displays.; Light pen; 
alphanumeric and, program f~~tion ~eyboard~. 
Software: Both Cobol and Fortran are available. 
6. IB!1 Corporation 
Capability: alphanumeric, gX>aphic 'and design. 
. - . ~ 
Ge~et'iil ·De~c11,iption :', ·.IBM .is the larg~t rnanufj!cturer of . 
computers .. aI1d. CRT systems.. Tl,e company provides· a complete 
· line;.of 'large .to.,small .compu:te1113 •. CRT systems are . 
specif'.iqally designed for alphanumeric, graphic, or general 
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purpose applications. The firm maintains en excellent sales end 
,systems staff, CRT systems are available which may be used as off-
line equipment. 
Available Equipment; Computers; CRT displays; recorders and 
scanners; alphanumeric and program function keyboards; plotters; 
drafting machines; microfilm readers, photo plotters; and motion 
picture devices. 
Software; Fortran, Cobol, specially written programs for tracking 
and sketching techniques, subroutines for buffer storage, ALPACA, 
G-PAC, EXPRESS and BASIC Languages are available. 
6B. Information Displays,· Inc. 
Capability: Alphanumeric, graphic, and design. 
General Description: Builds CRT systems which may be adapted to 
any computer. The Company has the most comprehensive line of 
equipment of the firms which do not manufacture computers. The 
system are designed from low performance, low cost to high performance, 
high ,cost. All CRT system options are available. The firm maintains 
an excellent sales and service staff, 
Available Equipment: CRT consoles; light pen; alphanumeric and 
program function keyboards; interfaces; contained storage; various 
character _and vector generators; size and intensity controls. 
Software: Determined by application; 
7. I.T.T. Federal Laboratories 
Capability: Alphanumeric, graphic, and design • 
. General Description; A comprehensive line of equipment is 
provided for varied and unique applications. Color displays, slide 
projections; and 6 foot viewing screens are typical 
of the varied applications. 
Available Equipment; CRT displays; slide projector; alphanumeric 
and program function keyboards; light pen; end color processor. 
Software; (MACC)·Modular Alter and Compose Control i~ a Cobol 
oriented language used to control the various displays. 
8. Laboratory for Electronics 
Capability: Alphanumeric 
General Description: Present applications include Military 
command and control, our traffic control range, safety training 
devices and other types of control displays. Drafting and 
design are not included, The equipment can be adapted to most 
computers. Cost is determined by software and peripheral equip-
ment requirements. 
Available Equipment: CRT displays; alphanumeric keyboard; light 
pen. 
Software: Not specified. 
9. Philco-Ford 
Capability: Alphanumeric, graphic, and design. 
General Description: The firm provides both computers and CRT 
systems. A great deal of emphasis is placed upon computer 
assisted instruction. Equipment is suited for any application 
where capabilities are required. 
Available Equipment; Computers; CRT .displays; a1phanumeric and. 
program function keyboards; light pen; microfilm and projection 
equipment. 
Software: Basic routines have been devised, other software 
under development. (SAVI) Student Audio-Visual Interface is 
a special system used for cemputer assisted instruction. 
10. Raytheon 
. Capability: Alphanumeric. 
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General Description: The CRT system is designed for areas which 
lend themselves to the alphanumeric capability. D~splays can be 
adapted to most computers. The firm specializes in storage and 
readout tubes which may be connected with data transmission lines 
of all types. 
Available Equipment: CRT displays; interface; alphanumeric keyboard; 
and hard copy printer. 
Software: Not specified. 
ll. Radio Corporation of America 
Capability: Alphanumeric and graphic. 
General Description: The RCA system translates mac&ine 
language to narrative form for high speed data processing.· 
lo8 
A sophisticated software support program is offered. Unique 
features include a message composer and a split screen function 
with hard copy capability. 
" Available Equipment: Computers; CRT displays; alphanumeric 
keyboards; buffers, ligh pens, and hard copy devices. 
Software: Fortrll!l IV, Cobol, Sort Merge, Diagnostic Librarj 
Maintenance, Communication Control, Report Program Generator, 
Job Control, Assembly System Peripheral Control, and File 
Control Processor. 
12. Sanders Corporation 
Capability: Alphanumeric. 
General Description: A business oriented display. It has 
the unique feature of self-contained storage which allows 
for some data manipulation without the use of the computer. 
Typical applications include accounting, budgets, deliveries, 
personnel records, production reports and specifications. 
Available Equipment: Control unit; display units; typewriter 
style keyboard; and memory unite. 
Software: Not specified, 
13, Stromberg-Carlson 
Capability: Alphanumeric, graphic, and design. 
General Description: The firm designs and builds complete CRT 
Systems for specific displays or computer output. Their systems 
have found application in design, the proofing of numerical 
control tapes, tool path drawings, business graphs, and scientific 
curves. 
Available Equipment: Computers; CRT displays; alphanumeric an~ 
program function keyboards; 16 and 35 MM recording cameras; printers; 
hard copy devices; magnetic tape and card reading units; paper tape 
readers; projection screens; character and vector generators, plotters, 
film processors, microfilm recorders, and a microfiche inquiry 
station. 
S.oftware: Fortran, S-C4060 Symbolic language, test and 
maintenance programming, Pert, and Global mapping programs. 
14. Tasker 
Capability: Alphanumeric, Graphic. 
General Description: Tasker is a builder of CRT consoles and 
systems which interface with standard computers. Although 
their systems can be adapted to punched paper tape machines 
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and plotters, they have only limited applications in engineering. 
Available equipment: CRT consoles; interface units; light pen; 
transparent grid; film projector; symbol writer, vecDor and format 
generator; hard copy.printer; and alphanumeric keyboard. 
Software: Not specified. 
The above information has been taken from information provided 
by the manufacturers. Additional information can be obtained by 
writing the manufacturer as listed in Appendix A. 
1. A. C. Electronics 
,Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
2. Aeronautronic Corp; 
Newport Beach, Calif. 
3. Aerospace Corp•*"' 
Los Angeles, California 
APPENDIX C 
4. Department of the Air Force I* 
Washington, D. c. 
5. Airborne Instruments Laboratory 
.Deer Park, L.I,, New York 
6. AMF Tuboscope Inc, 
Houston, Texas 
7. American Air Lines,. Inc. 
New York, New York 
8. Analytic Services Inc.* 
Falls Church, Va. 
9. Applied Data Research, Inc.* 
Princeton, N. J., 
10. U. S • Arory Electrpnics.* 
:Ft. Mammouth, N. J. 
11. Department of the.Army II** 
Washington, D. c. 
12. Atlantic Research Corp. 
Costa Mesa, Calif; 
13. Battelle Memor~al Institute** 
Columblll>, Ohio 
14. Bell Aerosystems Co. 
· Buffa:J.o, N. Y. 
15. Bendix Industrial Controls* 
Detroit, Michigan 
16. Boeing Simulation Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 
17. ~oeing Corp.*** 
Seattle, Washington 
18. Bolt, Ber~ek, & Newman, Inc. 
Cambridge,' Mass. 
19. Chemical Abstracts Service*** 
Columbus, Ohio 
20. Cho/sler Corp.*** 
Detroit, Michigan 
21. Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.* 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
22. Communications Satellite Corp.* 
was!ll.ngton, D. c. 
23. Control Data Corp. 
llurlirigton, Massachusetts 
24. Data Corporation* 
Daytim ~ Ohio 
25. Data Processing Center-6* 
Was~ington, D. C. 
26. Douglas Aircraft, Inc.** 
Santa Monica, Calif. 
'; , ~ . .; . 
27. E. I. Dupont 
Wilmington, Delaware 
28. 'Fairchild Cariieras c&·Instrument 
Syorset ·L. I., N~1 York 
29. Ford Motor. Co.*•\ 
Dearborn, Michigan 
30. General Dynamics 
Groton, Conn. 
31. General Electric Co. 
Schenectady, New York 
32, General Motors Corp.*** 
Warren, 'Michigan 
33. Grumman Aircraft Corp. 
Bethpage L. I., New York 
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34. ·n~ghes Aircraft Corp. 
35, 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
Ctilvel'.· City, Calif, 
Link Group, G.P.I. 
»ingbampton, ·New York 
Litton Industries, Ine.* 
rieverely Hills, Calif. 
. ' . Lockheed Aircraft Corp.** 
Burb_ank, Calif, 
Lockheed~Georgia Co.*** 
Marietta, Ga. 
Lockheed Propulsion Co. 
Redlands, Calif, 
Lockheed Missiles &.Space Co. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
futgndvox co.* 
F~.r.t ~11y0e, Ind .. 
42. _Martin Company** 
·D.enver, Colorado 
43. McDonnell Aircraft*** 
.St, Lo.uis» .Mo; 
4~. The 3-M Cotp • 
. st.· Paul, Minn. 
45. MOtorola, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois 
46. N.A.S.A.1'• 
Washington, D.- c. 
47. N·.A~·s .. A. Research Center* 
.;:ambridge; Mass·. 
48. National Cash Register Co. 
Dayton, Ohio 
49. North lunerican Aviation Corp. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
so. Pan Am-Guided Missiles*** 
Cocoa·neach; Fla. · 
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51. Phillips Petroleum Co.*** 
Bartlesville, Okla. 
52. Radio Corp. Of America 
Cherry Hill, N. J. 
53. Rand Corp.*** 
Santa Monica, Calif. 
54. Reliance Electric** 
Cleveland, Ohio 
55; ·Rust Engineering Co.* 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
56, · Space & Information Systems 
Downey, Calif. 
57. Sperry Gyroscope Co. 
Great Neck L. I., New York 
58. Strategic Communications Command 
Washington, D. c. 
59. Systeins Research Lab, 
Dayton, Ohio 
60. Texas Instruments Inc. 
Dallas, Texas 
61, United Aircraft Corp.** 
Norwalk, Connecticut 
62. United Air Lines 
Chicago, Illinois 
63. Univac*** 
Biue Bell, Pa. 
64, Westinghouse Electric Corp.*** 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
* Indicates those companies which responded to tho original 
letter of inquiry. 
** Indicates those companies ~esponding as users of the CRT 
to whi~h the industrial questionnaires were sent. 
*** Indicates those companies responding to the questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX D 
Persons contacted through personal interview: 
1. Mr. Samuel M. Masts 
Manager, IBM Advanced Scientific Center 
United Nations Plaza 
New York, New York 
2. Mr. Richard Speers 
Software Support 
Honeywell Corporation 
Newton, Massachusetts 
3. Mr. Carl Machover 
Information Displays, Inc, 
Mount Vemon, New York 
4. Dr. Edward Ramey 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Boston, Massachusetts 
5. Mr. David A. Gilman 
Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pennsylvania 
6. Mr. James Stevens 
Westinghouse Corp. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
7. Mr. Lee Presscott 
United Aircraft Corp. 
East Hartford, Connecticut 
APPENDIX E 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTIONS 
Auburn University 
Auburn, Alabama 
University of California, Berkeley 4 
Berkeley, California 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 2, 4 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
Case Institute of Technology 1 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Clemson University 
Clemson, South Carolina 
U. S. Air Force Academy 1 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
University of Connecticut 
Stores, Connecticut 
John Hopkins University 1 
Baltimore, Maryland 
University of Kansas 1 
Lawrence, Kansas 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
Marquette University 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
University of Maryland 2 
College Park, Maryland 
University of Missouri at Rolla 4 
Rolla, Missouri 
Montana State College 
Bozeman, Montana 
New Mexico State University 
University Park, New Mexico 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 
Oregon State University 
Corvallis, Oregon 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Troy, New York 
Seattle University 1 
Seattle, Washington 
South Dakota School of Mines 2 
Rapid City, South Dakota 
South Dakota State University 1 
Brookings, South Dakota 
University of Southern California 2 
Los Angles, California 
University of Southwestern Louisiana 
Lafayette, Louisiana 
Tulane University 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
University of Virginia 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Washington State University 
Pullman, Washington 
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1. Responded to the questionnaire as not using computer assisted instruction 
or the CRT. 
2. Responded. to the questionnaire as using computer assisted instruction. 
3. Responded to the questionnaire as future users of the CRT. 
4. Responded to the questionnaire as present users of the CRT. 
5. The institutions originally contacted to provide an insight to computer 
assisted instruction. 
APPENDIX F 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
Adelphi University 1 
Garden.City, New York 
University of Akron 3 
Akron, Ohio 
Austin College 
Sherman, Texas 
Bemidji State College 2 
Bemidji, Minnesota 
Brookl.yn College of the City University of New York 1 
Brooklyn, New York 
.Junior College of Broward County 3 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Bowdoin College 1 
Brunswick, Maine 
University of Chattanooga 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Uniyersity of Cincinnati 1 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
The Citadel 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 
Cooke County .Junior College 1 
GainsYille, Florida 
Darthmouth College 4 
Hanover, New Hampshire 
Eastern Ne111 Mexico University 2 
Portales, New Mexico 
Florida State University 5 
Tallahassee, Florida 
The George Washington University 
Washington, D. c. 
The University of Houston 
Houston, Texas 
University of Illinois at the Medical Center 2 
Chicago, Illinois 
Iowa State University 2,3 
Ames, Iowa 
The John Hopkins University 
Baltimore, Maryland 
King's College 
Wickes Bane, Pennsylvania 
Lane Community College 
Eugene, Oregon 
Massachusetts State College 
Westfield, Massachusetts 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 
University of Michigan 5 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
University of Missouri at Kansas City 
Kansas City, Missouri 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
New York University 
New York, New York 
North Orange County Junior College 
Fullerton, California 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 
Oakland Community College 2 
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 
Oklahoma Christian College 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
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Pacific Lutheran University 1 
Tacoma, Washington 
Pennsylvania State University 5 
, University Park, Pennsylvania 
University of Pennsylvania 3 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Pfeiffer College 1 
Misenheimer, North Carolina 
University of Pittsburg 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
Purdue University 2 
Lafayette, Indiana 
Randolph-Macon College 
Ashland, Virginia 
Saint Peter's College 
Jersey City, New Jersey 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, California 
Stanford, University 5 
Stanford, California 
Syracuse University 
Syracuse, New York 
Tarleton State College 2 
Stephenville, Texas 
Texas Christian University 
Forti.~orth, Texas 
The University of Texas 5 
Austin, Texas 
Washburn University of Topeka 2 
Topeka, Kansas 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan 
Western Kentucky University 1 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 
ll9 
Wilson College 2 
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 
Wisconsin State University 1 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
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1. Responded to the questionnaire as not using computer assisted instruction 
or the CRT. 
2. Responded to the questionnaire as using computer assisted instruction. 
3. Responded to the questionnnire as future users to the CRT. 
4. Responded to the questionnaire as present users of the CRT. 
5. The institutions originally contacted to provide an insight to computer 
assisted instruction. 
FORM l - INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Function of firm"------------------------------------
Approximate number of employees in firm"----------------------------~ 
Approximate number of' employees involved with the use of the cathode rey tube system (CRT), _____ _ 
l. Pl.ease state the number of units, the manufacturer, the series, and model number 01' the following 
hardware equipment used in your system. 
A. Caiqmter(s) 
No. of units Manufacturer Series Model no. 
B. Cathode Rey Tube 
C', Periperal Equipnent 
No. of' units Mamll'acturer 
( ) plotter 
( ) light pen 
( ) recorder 
( ) scanner 
(o) operator console 
( ) alphanumeric keyboard 
( ) program function keyboard 
( ) character generator 
( ) other 
( ) other 
2. Is your hardware equipment: 
( } owned? ( ) rented? ( ) leased? ( ) time shared? 
3. Please indicate the present and future capabilities of your CRT system. 
capability 
S'• alphanumerics 
b. graphics 
c. design 
Presently used 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Planned future use 
( } 
( ) 
( ) 
Series 
4. Please indicate the IU'Gll(B) of oppl1cat1on ot' yaur CRT system. 
{ ) 1ni'Ol'lllat1on 1nqu1ry 
( ) lllllllOge!llent 
( ) design 
{ ) engineering 
( ) proceso control 
( ) teat monitoring 
( ) education 
( ) other ________ _ 
( ) acient1fic CClllpUtation ( ) other. ________ _ 
5. Inaicate the IlU!llber of personnel 1n each class1ficat1on that ere directly 1nvo1.ved with the CRT and 
emount of their usage. 
Total no. of :personnel. No. o:r hOUl's used weekly 
a. management 
li. engineering 
c. drafting 
d. oeles 
e. progrtl!llll1ng 
r. other 
S• other 
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6. Indicate the number of your personnel that fall llithin each educational classification who use the 
CRT system. 
Educational level Number of personnel 
a. less than twelfth grade 
b. high school graduate 
c. technical graduate 
d. college graduate 
e. master's degree 
f. doctorate 
g. other 
7. Pl.ease rate the necessity of prior specialized training* in the use of "!;he CRT system for the following 
personnel by placing a circle around the appropriate number. 
Not necessary Helpful Needed Important Essential 
a. management 0 l 2 3 4 
b. engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
c. drafting 0 l 2 3 4 
d. programming 0 l 2 3 4 
e. other 0 l 2 3 4 
f. other 0 l 2 3 4 ~ 
*Specielized training is defined as the implant instruction necessary before any use of the CRT system 
may be attempted. 
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a. Pl.ease rate the problems associated with the utilization of the CRT system. 
Problem Rating 
No Few Some Many Major 
a. progrmmning 0 l 2 3 4 
b. acqUiring specialized personnel 0 l 2 3 4 
c. retraining of present personnel 0 1 2 3 4 
d. utilization in respect to cost 0 l 2 3 4 
e. other 0 l 2 3 4 
9. Please rate the reasons for the incorporation of the CRT system in your firm. 
Reason Rating 
not limited very 
applicable importance important important essential 
a. ease of operation 0 l 2 3 4 
b. speed 0 1 2 3 4 
C• graphic representation 0 1 2 3 4 
d. on-line control 0 l 2 3 4 
e. other 0 l 2 3 4 
f. other 0 l 2 3 4 
!ii 
10. Do you have a need for personnel to fill existing employment opportunities concerned With 
the use of the CRT? 
yes ( ) no ( .) 
ll. Do you feel that additional personnel 'llill be needed 'Within the next five to ten years? 
yes ( ) no ( ) 
1.26 
If' yes, please indicate the appraxima.te number of' personnel needed within each classification. 
Classification No. of' personnel No. of personnel 
needed in 5 years needed in 10 years 
a. management ( ) ( ) 
b. engineering ( ) ( ) 
c. drafting ( ) ( ) 
d. sales ( ) ( ) 
e. programming ( ) ( ) 
1'. other ( ) ( ) 
g. other ( ) ( ) 
12. Please indicate the educational level at which the :f'ollmr.1.ng experiences should be introduced 
and their degree of' importance. 
a. basic introduction to computers and their develo:pment 
Bating 
not limited very 
necessary i!llJlOl'tence important important essential 
senior high school 0 l 2 3 4 
vocational school (9-12) 0 l 2 3 4 
technical school 
(2 yr, post high school) 0 l 2 3 4 
college, 2 year 0 l 2 3 4 
college, engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
college, non-engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
graduate school 0 l 2 3 4 
b. knowledge of' computer developnents as they apply to a particular subject area. 
Rating 
not limited very 
necessary i!llJlOl'tence important important essential 
senior high school 0 l 2 3 4 
vocational school (9-12) 0 l 2 3 4 
technical. school 
(2 yr. post high school) 0 l 2 3 4 
college, 2 year 0 l 2 3 4 
college, engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
college; non-engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
graduate school 0 l 2 3 4 
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c. formal course vork in cybernetics 
Rating 
not limited very 
necessary importance important important essential 
senior high school 0 l 2 3 4 
vocational school (9-12) 0 l 2 3 4 
technical school 
(2 yr. post high school) 0 l 2 3 4 
college, 2 year 0 l 2 3 4 
college, engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
college, non-engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
gt"aduate school 0 l 2 3 4 
d. formal course work in systems design and capability 
Rating 
not limited very 
necessary importance important important essential 
senior high school 0 l 2 3 4 
vocational school (9-12) 0 l 2 3 4 
technical school 
(2 yr. post high school} 0 1. 2 3 4 
college, 2 year 0 l 2 3 4 
college, engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
coll.ege, non-engineering 0 l 2 3 4 
graduate school 0 1. 2 3 4 
~ 
O> 
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NOTE The final section of this 'l'lestionnaire w.l.ll be concerned w.l.th the determination of competencies 
reqii:l.red of future draftsmen end/or designers. Pl.ease disregard this section if drafting end7or design 
do not apply to your area of application. 
J.3. Do you feel that canputer aided design will significantly. effect the required competencies Of 
future draftsmen and7 or designers? 
yes ( ) no ( ) 
If' yes, please rate the following suggested competencies: 
cooipetency Rating 
not 
necessary helpful needed important essential 
a. strong mathematical back-
ground 0 ]. 2 3 4 
b. programming background 0 1 2 3 4 
c. operational knowledge of the 
computer and supporting 
peripheral devices 0 1 2 3 4 
d. creative design abilities 0 l 2 3 4 
e, knowledge of numerically con-
troll.ed machines 0 l 2 3 4 
f, other 0 l 2 3 4 
g. other 0 1 2 3 4 
i 
Ii) 
\D 
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14. The following skills and knowledge ere developed in the typical drafting program. Please rate 
each as they ld.ll apply to future draftsmen end/or designers. 
not 
necessary helpful needed importent essential 
a. use of instruments 0 1 2 3 4 
b. dimensioning techniques 0 l 2 3 4 
c•· geanetric constructions 0 l 2 3 4 
d. multiview projections 0 l 2 3 4 
e. section drawings 0 l 2 3 4 
f. perspective drav1ngs 0 l 2 3 4 
g. machine drawings 0 l 2 3 4 
h. sbeet metal drawings 0 l 2 3 4 
i. principles of design 0 l 2 3 4 
J. present reproduction techniques 0 l 2 3 4 
15. Pl.ease enter apy additional comments you wish to make concerning the cathode ray tube and its 
ef'i'ect upon the drei'tsmen and/or designers.-
FORM II - ED'OOATIONllL APPLICATIONS AND D-!PLICATIONS 
Name of respondent------------~-----------------------~ 
Position of respondent.~-----------------------------------
Approximate number of students attending your institution;.... _____ _ 
Approximate number of faculty at your institution.__ _________ _ 
Approximate number of students involved with computer assisted instruction"----------
Approximate number of faculty involved with computer assisted instruction.__ _______ _ 
Are you presently using the cathode ray tube as an instructional device? yes ( ) no ( ) 
If' yes, how many students are involved with the cathode ray tube (CRT) system? ______ _ 
If' no, do you plan on implementing the cathode ray tube system (CRT) in the near future? yes ( ) no ( ) 
If' yes, how soon do you plan on implementing the CRT system? __________________ _ 
1. Pl.ease state the number of units, the manufacturer, the series, and the model number of the following 
hardware equipment. 
A. Computer(s) 
No. of units Manufacturer Series Model no. 
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B. Cathode Ray Tube 
c. Peripheral Equipnent 
No. of' units Manufacturer Series 
( ) plotter 
( ) light pen 
( ) recorder 
( ) scanner 
( ) operator console 
( ) alphanumeric keyboard 
( ) program function keyboard 
( ) character generator 
( ) other 
( ) other 
2. Is your hardware equipnent: t;; 
ro 
owned? ( ) rented ( ) leased ( ) time shared ( ) 
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3. Please check the area(s) o:f application o:f your cathode ray tube system. 
(') administration ( ) scientific cPJ!!pUtations 
( ) design ( ) other 
( ) progrsmmed learning ( ) other 
( ) library ( ) other 
4. Ii' design is one of' your areas o:f application, is it used: 
( ) by the instructor or other qualified staf'f' members to solve existing design design problems? 
(e. g. beam loads o:f a new building to be construction on campus) 
( ) as a camnunication media to teach design to a class? (computer assisted instruction) 
( ) in a design class to :familiarize the student with the operation and capability of' this sygibem? 
5. Please indicate the approximate number o:f your stei'f' in each classification that are directly 
involved w1 th the CRT system and the amount o:f their usage •. 
Total no. o:f staf'f' No. of' hours used weekly 
a. administrators 
b. instructors 
c. programmers 
do operational or supportive personnel 
e. library staff 
:f. other t;.; I.Al 
g. other 
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6. Pl.ease indicate and rate the necessity of prior specialized training* in the use of the CRT system 
for the follow.lng members of your staff by :placing a circle around the a:p:propriate number. 
not 
necessary hel:p:l'ul. needed im:portant essential 
a. administrators 0 1 2 3 4 
b. instructors 0 l 2 3 4 
c. programmers 0 l 2 3 4 
d. librarians 0 l 2 3 4 
e. other 0 l 2 3 4 
f. other 0 l 2 3 4 
-!!S:pecialized training is defined as instruction necessary before any use of the CRT system may- be 
attem:pted. 
7. Please rate the following problems associated 'ffith the utilization of the CRT system. 
Problem Rating 
No Few Sane Many Major 
a. prog1'81lllling 0 l 2 3 4 
b. acquiring s:pecialized :personnel 0 l 2 3 4 
c._ retraining- of present :personnel 0 l 2 3 4 
d. utilization in res:pect to cost 0 l 2 3 4 
e. other 0 l 2 3 4 
f. other 0 l 2 3 4 
/:;; 
./>" 
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8. Please rate the follOlling reasons for the incorporation of the CRT system at your institution. 
not llmited very 
applicable :lmponiance important important essential 
B• ease of' access to information 0 l 2 3 
b. speed 0 l 2 3 
c. graphic displays 0 l 2 3 
d. canputerized education 0 l 2 3 
e. increased et'f'ectiveness of computing system 0 1 2 3 
f. other 0 l 2 3 
g. other 0 l 2 3 
NOTE The final section of this questionnaire deals vith computer assisted education. Please disregard 
t'ii'is section of the questionnaire if it does not apply' to your area of application. 
9. Please list the subject areas in which you presently' offer ca11PUter assisted instruction, Also 
indicate those subjects which lend them.selves to CRT developnents. 
Subjects currently' being taught with 
com,puter assistance 
Those which also lend 
themselves to CRT 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
10. In your opinion, what are the limitations as to the subject matter areas that can be adapted to 
CO!llPUter assisted instruction? 
ll. How llOUld you compare canputer assisted instruction to conventional teaching methods in the 
following areas? 
Area Rating 
f'ar far 
1.ess less equal superior superior 
a. COlllPl'ehension of materials 0 1 2 3 4 
b. retention of' material 0 l 2 3 4 
c. transfer of learned material 0 l 2 3 4 
d. acceptance of' method 0 1 2 3 4 
e. throughness of' material coverage 0 l 2 3 4 
f. other 0 l 2 3 4 
I"" 
w 
0\ 
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12. How would you rate the follmdng advantages of computer assisted instruction? 
Advantage Rating 
:faircy limited very 
important importance important important ( essential 
a. regulation or pupil error l 2 3 4 5 
b. individualized learning l 2 3 4 5 
c. immediate eval.u.ation 1. 2 3 4 5 
d. l.ogical. rate of progression 1 2 3 4 5 
e. direct participation l 2 3 4 5 
:r. other l 2 3 4 5 
13. Please enter any additional CO!llllents you wish to make concerning the CRT as an educational 
media. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403:'.il ~ 
December 
Thirteen 
1966 
Gentlemen: 
SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
I am contacting you for information concerning your developments of the 
cathode ray tube in its utilization as a means of computer communication. 
This media is of mutual interest to both the University and myself. My 
own interest will develop into a Master's Thesis surveying industrial 
applications and etuerging educational implications while the University 
is concerned mainly with the latter educational implications as a 
possible source for future curriculum revision. 
At present, I am trying to locate and secure information pertaining to 
the cost, capability and application of the cathode ray tube from manufac-
turers such as yourself. More specifically, I need material on your 
complete operating system including related hardware equipment such as 
recorders, scanners, and light pens. 
Future plans for this study include a questionnaire to be sent to 
industrial firms using the cathode ray tube. If competitive reasons 
do not require that such information be kept confidential, I would 
greatly appreciate the names of any such firms you care to disclose. 
Thank you for your cooperation and any help you provide. 
Sincerely, 
Chester S. Rzonca 
Research Assistant 
Dr. c. Nelson Grote, Dean 
School of Applied Science 
and Technology 
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SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCED 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
Gentlemen: 
I am contacting you as a possible source of information concerning 
your firms developments of the cathode ray tube in its utilization 
as a mel'.IDs of computer communication. 
This media is of mutual interest to both the University and myself. 
My own intereot will develop into a }laoter's Thesis surveying industrial 
applications and emerging educational implications while the University 
is concerned mainly with the latter educational implications as a 
poasible source for future curriculum revision. 
At present, I am trying to locate lllld secure information pertaining 
to the cost, capability, and application of the cathode ray tubo 
from firms such as yours. I realize that it is not the function of 
your office to deal in computer services, but I would greatly appreciate 
your forwarding this letter to the appropriate department, 
T!umk. you for your cooperation and h~lp. 
Sincerely, 
Chester s. Rzonca 
Reaearch Assistant 
Dr. C, Nelson Grote, Dean 
School of Applied Sciences 
and Technology 
dw 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40851 
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January 17, 1967 
9CHOOL OF """PLIED 
SCl£NCl!:9 AND TECtiNOLOGY 
Gentlemen : 
This letter is a second request for your assistance. I am ccntacting 
you as a possible source of information concerning your f inns develop-
ments of the cathode ray tube in its utilization as a means of 
computer col!IDlW'lication. 
I realize that it is not the function of your office to deal in computer 
services , but I would greatly appreciate your forwarding this letter 
to the appropriate department . At the present , I am trying to locate 
and secure informatie11 pertaining to t he cost , capability , and 
application of the cathode ray tube . 
This media is of mutual i nterest to both the University and myself; 
my own int erest will develop into a Master ' s Thesis surveying 
industrial applications and emeriging educatiooal. implications while 
the University is concerned with the latter educational implications 
as a possible source for future curricu1u.m. revision. 
Again , thank you for your cooperations and any help you may provide . 
Sincerely , 
Chester s. Rzonca 
Research Assistant 
Dr. c. Nelson Grote • Dean 
School of Applied Science 
and Technology 
SC 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , .KEN TUCKY 408~J 
H ch 
Ei&}lth 
1967 
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SCHOOL Of' APPLS£D 
SCIENCD AND T ECHNOLOGY 
Thank you for the information you provided concerning your company ' s 
development and use of t he cathode ray tube system. This information 
was originally requested in the interest of the University and for use 
in my Master' s Thesis centering about the educational implications of 
the CRT . The material has been vecy helpful in the justificatioo and 
organization of my study. 
To further judge the educational implications and syste capabilities. I 
have enclosed a questia:maire partially completed from the information 
originally provided. Would you, at your ccmvenience , recheck this 
information and complete the questionnaire? You are probably aware that 
your firm is coe of the few working in this area. Your cooperetion is 
essential to t he s uccess of this study. For your convenience , I have 
enalosed a stamped , self- addressed envelope. 
When completed , an abstract of the study will be sent to you. Any addi-
tional information you may request will gladly be provided. Again , thank 
you for your time and much needed help. 
Sincerely , 
Chester s. Rzonca 
Research Assistant 
c. Nelson Grote , Dean 
School of Applied Sciences 
and Technology 
bjp 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403~1 
March 23, 1967 
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SCHOOL Of" A~PLICD 
BCIENCU AND T ECHNOLOGY 
I am contacting you in reference to a questionnaire sent to you on 
March eighth. To briefly reorient you, it concerned your firms 
utilization of the cathode ray tube as a me ~s of computer com-
munication. 
The material requested will be used in the interest of ~~e university 
mid as part of the aata to be included in my Master' s Tl sis. 
I real.ize the many important aff airs yau deal with, many of which are 
no doubt time catSWlling. I would, however , ask f or a few minutes of 
your time to complete this questionnaire . Since your firm is one of 
the few dealing in this area your response is essential to the com-
pl.etion on this study. 
I have enclosed a second questionnaire in case you have misplaced the 
first . You1" consideratioo and efforts will definitely be appreciated. 
Sincerely , 
Chester S. Rzonca 
Research Assistant 
c. Nelsoo Grote, Dean 
School of Applied Sciences 
and Techno.logy 
SC 
Enclosure 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHE.A.D, HEN'l'UOKY 40351 
Karch 31, 1967 
SCHOOL OF Al'PLIED 
8CfENCltS AND 'rECHNOLOGY 
I am in the proces:; of collecting data fox- a Master ' s Degree Thesis 
concemod with th question of current lndu.strial and educational uses 
of th cathode ray tube sys tem and ita future inplicatioos f or 
InduGtrial Arto Educatia:. This topic has the approval of my Committee 
compcsed of Dr . Robert Needham , Mr. Clyde H<ickler1 and Dr. c. Nelson 
Grote , who serves as director of the thesis. 
I au pl'Csently surveying selected educational institutioos to gain in-
formation G1l the various applicatials of the cathode ray tube system 
including its ability to usist cocputerized instructioo , storage and 
retrieval , and engineering •ducatiGn. 
Your institution ia one of the few presently using the computer in these 
areas. Due to the uniquenecs and present limited applications of this 
media , youv help i essential to the success of tbis study. ~ould you 
complete the enclosed questionnaire o~ ref er it to another qualif ied 
staff nember? for your convenience• you will find a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. I realize that ywr office has many important 
mattera to whicr it must attend. However, I would ask that you deal 
with this questiaulaire by April Fourteenth. 
Thenk you for your time and cooperation . 
Slncerely , 
Chester s. Rzonca 
C. Nelson Grote , Dean 
SC 
Enclosure 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
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April 13, 1967 
SCHOOL OF APPLtCD 
SCI CNCU AND TECHNOLOGY 
I am contacting you in reference to a questionnaire sent to you on 
ftarch 31. I realize you have many ii;q:>ortant matters to which you 
must attend and that rtrJ requested retui"ll date for the questionnaire 
was April 14th. However, I thought this letter might serve as a 
reminder to secure your valuable assistance. 
I am in the process of collecting data f or a Master' s Degree Thesis 
concerned with the question of current industrial and educational uses 
of the cathode ray tube system and its future implications f or 
Industrial Arts Education. This topic has the approval of my Committee 
colRposed of Dr. Robert Needham, Hr. Clyde Hackl.er , and Dr. C. Helsoo 
Grote , who serves as director of the thesis. 
I am presently surveying selected educational institutions to gain in-
formation on the various applications of the cathode ray tube system 
including its ability to assist computerized instructicn , storage and 
retrieval , and engineering education . 
Your institution is one of the f ew presently using the computer in these 
areas. Due to the uniqueness and present limited applications of this 
media, your help is essential to the success of this study. Would you 
complete the enclosed questionnaire or refer it to another qualified 
staff membe?'? For your convenience , you will find a stamped, self -
addressed envelope. 
Thank you f or yoUI' time and cooperation . 
Sincerely, 
Chester s. Rzonca 
Research Aaaistant 
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VITA 
Chester Steven Rzonca ws born January 13, 1943 in New Britain, 
Connecticut,. His elementaxy and secondary education were completed 
in that city where he graduated from the New Britain Senior High School 
in June of 1960, He received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Indus-
' 
trial Arts E~ucation from Central Connecticut State College in June of 
1965. From November of 1964 to June of 1965, he tsnght at the Woodrow 
Wilson Junior High School in Middletown, Connecticut. From September of 
1965 to January of 1966 he ims employed as a drafting instructor in the 
West Haven High School, West Haven, Connecticut. 
In February of 1966, he began graduate study at Morehead State 
College, now known as Morehead State University. During 1966-67, he 
was employed as a graduate assistant in the School of .Applied Sciences 
and Technology, 

